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Chapter 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction on Upper-limb 
Rehabilitation and Assistive Robotics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the World Health Organization, by 2050, the number of persons 

over 65 years old will increase by 73 percent in the industrialized countries and by 

207 percent worldwide. This segment of population is particularly prone to suffer 

a cerebrovascular accident or stroke, since the relative incidence of stroke doubles 

every decade after age 55. 

Stroke is a growing social problem in the most industrialized countries all over the 

world and cause of serious long-term disability.  

For example in Canada, stroke is the third leading cause of death, since six 

percent of all deaths in Canada are due to stroke [1]. 
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There are over 50,000 strokes in Canada each year. Of every 100 people who have 

a stroke: 

- 15 die (15%) 

- 10 recover completely (10%) 

- 25 recover with a minor impairment or disability (25%) 

- 40 are left with a moderate to severe impairment (40%) 

- 10 are so severely disabled they require long-term care (10%) 

Stroke costs the Canadian economy $3.6 billion a year in physician services, 

hospital costs, lost wages, and decreased productivity (2000 statistic) [2]. 

 

In [3] is estimated that 7 000 000 people  20 years of age have had a stroke in 

the United States only. Each year, around 795 000 people experience a new or 

recurrent stroke. Approximately 610 000 of these are first attacks, and 185 000 are 

recurrent attacks (Greater Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky Stroke Study, National 

Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (GCNKSS), National Heart, 

Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and National Institutes of Neurological 

Disorders and Stroke (NINDS); GCNKSS and NINDS data for 1999 provided 

July 9, 2008; estimates compiled by NHLBI). Projections show that by 2030, an 

additional 4 million people will have had a stroke, a 24.9% increase in prevalence 

from 2010.  



 

As declared by National Stroke Association, a total of 6,400,000 stroke survivors 

live in the Unites States, accounting for 2,9% of the population more than 20 

years old. 

In the NHLBI’s FHS (Framingham Heart Study), among ischemic stroke 

survivors who were  65 years of age, these disabilities were observed at 6 

months after stroke [4]: 

- 50% had some hemiparesis 

- 30% were unable to walk without some assistance 
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- 26% were dependent in activities of daily living 

- 19% had aphasia 

- 35% had depressive symptoms 

- 26% were institutionalized in a nursing home 

The social-economic impact is enormous: the estimated direct and indirect social 

cost of stroke amounts to 73.7 billion for 2010 only for US. 

To summarize, meanly about 80 percent of stroke survivors have a disturbed 

sensory feedback or motor control of the upper limb on the paretic side [3]. 

Sensory distortion expresses itself through a reduction of tactile or afferent 

feedback, or as the opposite, through hypersensitivity. The loss of motor control is 

seen in typical neurological impairments, listed in following: 

 Muscle weakness: upper-limb weakness after stroke is common and results 

in substantial disability since the cortex activation decreases and 

consequently the muscular recruitment [5]. Therefore the peak force 

exercisable by subject after stroke is limited with respect to before stroke.  

 Hyperactive reflexes manifest as increased muscle tone, joint resistance [6] 

and spasticity [7]. 

 Abnormal muscle synergies: a loss of independent joint control, where 

involuntary co-activation of muscles occurs over multiple joints [8]. 

 

After a long period without training, this can result in muscle atrophy and 

increased joint stiffness. These permanent disabilities need to be treated and 

evaluated in objective way together to patient improvements. Based on traditional 

approach, the levels of motor impairment are roughly classified as: 

 Severe, with almost no useful muscle activation or limb movements. 

 Moderate, with operational but clearly affected limb movements. 

 Mild, with close to full functional control of arm, hand and fingers. 
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With reference to upper limb impairments, the main scales used to quantify motor 
and functional impairment are: 
 

 Barthel Index (BI): measures independent functioning and mobility in 

daily life. 

 Functional Independence Measure (FIM): measures sensitivity and 

comprehensiveness in daily life. 

 Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment (CMSA): measures impairment 

and activities of daily life. 

 Motor Activity Log (MAL): measures arm usage. 

 Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS): measures muscle tone of 14 muscular 

group of the upper limb. 

 Tone Assessment Scale (TAS): measures muscle tone in response to 

passive movements. 

 Modified Tardieu Scale (MTS): determines the passive range of 

movement at different movement velocities, with the relative difference 

between a slow and a fast velocity passive stretch determining the 

dynamic component of the muscle contracture. 

 Motor Assessment Scale (MAS): assesses performance of functional tasks 

(i.e. activities of daily living) rather than isolated patterns of movement. 

 Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA): measures motor and joint function and 

sensation. 

 Action Research Arm Test (ARAT): measures ability to handle different 

objects. 

 Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT): measures fine manual dexterity. 

 Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT): is a time-based method to evaluate 

upper extremity performance while providing insight into joint-specific 

and total limb movements.  

 Motor Power (MP): force measurement of shoulder and elbow.  
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As declared by the International Bobath Instructors Training Association (IBITA), 

the traditional therapy consists of individual sessions with a therapist that 

administers repetitive motor exercises (depending on motor impairments) 

assisting the patient. The patient improvements are monitored exploiting the 

assessment scale above mentioned. Generally these scales are administered by a 

therapist at the admission and discharge of the patients. A drawback of cited 

method is that the scales are operator-dependent. In other words, the same scale 

administered to the same patient by two different therapists can often provide 

scores on the patient state. 

Another feature of the traditional therapy is that repetitive and active movements 

seems to promote a key aspect in the recovery after stroke: the neuroplasticity [9].  

Neuroplasticity is the ability of the brain and nervous system to change 

structurally and functionally as a result of input from the environment. Plasticity 

occurs on a variety of levels, ranging from cellular changes involved in learning, 

to large-scale changes involved in cortical remapping in response to injury. The 

most widely recognized forms of plasticity are learning, memory, and recovery 

from brain damage with therapeutic treatment [10].  

During most of the 20th century, the general consensus among neuroscientists was 

that brain structure is relatively immutable after a developmental period during 

early childhood. This belief has been challenged by new findings, revealing that 

many aspects of the brain remain plastic even into adulthood as demonstrated in 

studies on adult primates in [11].  

 

In order to enhance the neuroplasticity, movements of the rehabilitation therapy 

are founded on the interaction between the therapist and patient. This interaction 

can be classified into three broad categories [12]: 

 Passive (or externally imposed) movement, which involves movement of 

the patient’s joints by the therapist as the patient remains relaxed. 
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 Active-assisted movement, which is used when the patient cannot 

complete a desired movement autonomously (shared control between 

patient and therapist); 

 Active-resisted movement, which is mainly used by higher level patients 

and involves completing movements against resistance from gravity, 

additional weights, an elastic band, or the therapist. 

 Bilateral movement; where the execution of a motor task is mirrored 

between the healthy and the hemiplegic arm. 

 

The assistance level to provide to impaired limb is an open issue, but there is a 

general consensus that active participation of the patient can promote the 

neuroplasticity mechanism. In fact, a strong clinical evidence for active assistance 

is a study of 100 acute stroke participants that found significant decreases in arm 

impairment with an intervention of stereotyped active-assisted movements [13]. 

Moreover, functional brain imaging in patients recovering and recovered from 

stroke [14] - [18] showed increased blood flow in areas around the lesion. 

Functional recovery depends in part on the post-injury experience, and plasticity 

or reorganizational potential may be enhanced by activity [19]. 

 

Therefore an efficient and effective recovery process after stroke in chronic 

patients should stimulate the neuronal plasticity by promoting the active 

involment of the patient throughout repetitive movements with limited assistence. 

Additionally, an objective assessment of the patient during the treatment period 

should be guaranteed.  

In the presented scenario, robot manipulators can be exploited as tools for 

therapists to increase productivity and quality of the care. In fact, the robot can 

deliver a quantifiable input and measure the patient's output objectively, 

monitoring the evolution of the therapy from admission to discharge of the 

patient. For quantifiable input is intended the robot possibility to generate high 
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number of motor task repetitions with high accuracy modulating the assistance 

level in order to promote the neuroplasticity. 

Moreover, a single therapist could manage multiple patients, each of whom is 

interacting with their device. Patient acceptance of the robotic devices as training 

machines fits into their conception of the standard rehabilitation gym that is 

already filled with wheel and pulley devices, and patients' general interest in the 

multimedia aspect of some of the devices is also compelling.  

The therapist can perform an initial assessment of the patient's functional level 

exploiting also a robotic device and determine the movement patterns that would 

be beneficial to practice. The skill of the therapist is then augmented with a device 

that can accurately  replicate the movement patterns and free the therapist from 

this time-consuming activity, in situations where one or more therapists should 

operate at the same time to deliver rehabilitation therapy to a single patient. In this 

context, the one to one traditional approach between patient and therapist could be 

overcome, thus allowing to satisfy an increasing care request from stroke 

incidence. A positive economic impact is also envisaged.  

To conclude this topic, the potential role for robotic devices is to deliver highly 

repetitive, active assisted movement training. Robots provide an ideal platform for 

objective, reproducible, continuous measurement and control of therapy, which 

can be exploited to reduce the variability associated to the studies aimed at 

assessing the outcomes of different therapies.  

 

Another field of increasing interest for robotics research is the assistive robotics. 

Assistive robotics  aims at developing robotic solutions for promoting 

independent living of disabled and elderly people.  

Assistive robots can be divided into three main categories: manipulation aids, 

mobility aids, and cognitive aids. Each can be subdivided as follows. 

Manipulation aids are commonly divided into fixed, portable, and mobile 

subtypes. Mobility aids are divided into electric wheelchairs with autonomous 
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navigation features and smart walkers. Cognitive aids are divided into 

communication aids such as pet robots and autonomous caretaker robots.  

In this scenario prosthetics, especially the artificial prostheses for upper limb, can 

be inserted in the field of manipulation aids. The robotic prostheses are aimed at 

substituting the functionality of a missing limb exhibiting physical and functional 

features as much as possible similar to the human ones.  

In the United States 41.000 persons are registred who had an amputation of a hand 

or a complete arm. With the same frequency of occurrence (1 in 6100) there 

would be 1.000.000 such persons worldwide. The main factors for a loss of an 

upper extremity are accidents followed by general deseases and injuries from war. 

For the individual the loss of an upper limb results in a drastic restriction of 

function and cosmesis. In the last 4 decades an increasing number of handicapped 

persons have been provided with prosthetic hands that have the shape of a human 

hand and that are actuated by a DC motor with reduction gear trains [20].  

Therefore the prosthetics tries to address an actual problem and could provide 

dexterity, natural mobility, and sense of touch to missing or paralyzed limbs. 

More generally, providing manipulation aids to disable people is a significant 

issue that assistive robotics tries to address. 

 

 

1.1  Thesis overview and main contributions 

 

This thesis is focussed on the design and development of control strategies for 

applications in both rehabilitation and assistive robotics. The common point for 

the developed control strategies in different fields is the bio-inspiration. In fact, 

findings retrieved by studies on humans represent a fundamental source of 

inspiration for the development of control architectures that feature the robust 

behaviour of biological systems in the presence of unstructured environments. 
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Briefly, the control systems proposed in this work for robot-aided rehabilitation 

tries to provide assistance to the patients exploiting human motion generation 

mechanism. The main expected benefits are a tailored therapy on the patient and a 

'physiological assistance' according to patient's need. For 'physiological assistance' 

is intended the robot capability to replicate the therapist interaction with the 

patient. To this purpose, a body of neuroscientific evidences is identified which 

supports the existence of discrete elementary units, called submovements, 

underlying continuous human movement and on this neuroscientific assumption a 

novel control approach for patient assistance is proposed. According to these 

evidences, a complex movement, such as pointing tasks can be decomposed in a 

sequence of discrete units of movements, which are usually denoted as 

submovements. The expected benefits of the control approach is to provide 

robotic assistance as similar as possible to human therapist. Additionally and in 

complementary way, in order to enhance robot dependability in human-robot 

interaction, highly nonlinear phenomena able to strongly degrade robot 

performance such as joints friction are investigated and compensated. The 

proposed control system relies further on measured electric currents to close the 

control loop, in lieu of traditionally used torque/force sensors, in addition to 

position feedback.  

 
On the other hand, as regards the development of control systems for robotic and 

prosthetic hands, it can be noticed that the human hand can be considered as an 

example of high dexterity system able to guarantee gasp stability. The grasp 

stability can be regarded as a primary target to achieve by control systems 

developed for robotic and prosthetic hands. It is clear that, when developing 

control strategies for this target, the interest to replicate the human hand ability is 

increased for tasks such as just grasping, leading us to thoroughly study the bio-

inspired grasping problem and implementing on a robotic hand a control approach 

grounded on human grasping mechanisms. In this context, the dissertation thesis 
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is focused on the development of an optimization algorithm able to determine the 

optimal grasp configuration of a robotic hand and consequently the contact points 

between robotic fingers and object to be grasped by achieving grasp stability. 

Indeed, an optimal grasp configuration is a fundamental part of the grasp planning 

action performed by a robotic hand, and finding general rules able to reduce the 

number of active degrees of freedom strictly necessary for controlling the hand 

shape allows developing stable grasp configuration algorithms with reduced 

computational costs. The proposed algorithm has been implemented on a robotic 

arm-hand system. In particular a robotic hand has been chosen since robotic hands 

are more dexterous that prosthetic hands that are basically simple grippers with 

few degrees of freedom. 

The application to prosthetic hands of the algorithm for the optimal grasp 

configuration is considered in the following as a possible prosecution of the work 

presented in this thesis for robotic hands. 

 

In detail, the contents of the thesis are organized as follows: 

 

 Chapter 2 provides an overview of the state of the art on the machines for 

upper limb rehabilitation, robotic and prosthetic hands. After a description 

of a mechanical structures of the reviewed devices for rehabilitation 

robotics, attention is focused on the control strategies proposed in 

literature by highlighting the main weaknesses. In the field of the assistive 

robotics, the state of the art is mainly focused on robotic hands, being the 

system where the control algorithm for grasping tasks has been applied. 

Finally the main issues for both rehabilitation robotics and assistive 

robotics (involving robotic and prosthetic hands) are indentified and a 

series of proposed solutions are fully explained clarifying the thesis 

objectives.  

 10 
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 Chapter 3 describes the control paradigm for robot motion and interaction 

control based on submovements neuroscientific theory of the human motor 

control. A preliminary study on the feasibility to generate a predetermined 

sequence of motion units is carried out and on the basis of the shown 

benefits a dynamic sequence generator is implemented. The dynamic 

sequence generator module, in charge of on-line generating sequences of 

elementary motion units that are opportunely scaled in number and 

amplitude in accordance with task requirements, represents the core of the 

proposed robot control. The submovement sequence generation is 

grounded on the adaptive behaviour of four oscillators and two analytical 

relationship able to manage the submovements amplitude in accordance to 

the task. The control strategy has been validated in a simulated 

environment and by means trials on the MIT-Manus robotic system by 

highlighting the main differences with respect to the traditional approach. 

 Chapter 4 presents an interaction control approach for a rehabilitation 

machine with unnegligible friction and low performance in impedance 

regulation. Another key point of the approach proposed in this chapter is 

the reconstruction of the force applied to the robot end-effector by the 

patient by using the electrical motor currents of the actuators. Friction 

compensation and force reconstruction by electrical motor currents are the 

core of an impedance control based on the robot inverse dynamics. The 

control paradigm has been experimentally tested in conditions of free and 

constrained space on the CBM-Motus, a planar rehabilitation machine for 

the upper limb. 

 Chapter 5 presents the theoretical formulation and the experimental 

validation of a reach-and-grasp algorithm for determining the optimal 

hand position, after reaching, and the optimal finger configuration for 

grasping a cylindrical object with known features. The proposed algorithm 

is biologically inspired and is based on the minimization of an objective 
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function expressed by the sum of the distances of the hand joints from the 

object surface. The first part of the chapter is focused on diagonal volar 

grasp, whereas in the second part the extension to transverse volar grasp is 

proposed by exploiting the results on human experimentation. 

Effectiveness of the algorithms for diagonal and transversal volar grasp 

has preliminarily been tested by means of simulation trials. Finally, 

experimental trials on a real arm-hand robotic system have been carried 

out in order to validate the approach and measure algorithm performance. 

Only for transverse volar grasp, the experimental results have been 

compared with the studies on humans carried out for the same typology of 

grasp. Main contribution of the candidate to this topic was the 

experimental validation on the robotic arm-hand system. 

 Chapter 6 formulates the conclusions of the work explained in the 

dissertation thesis and proposes some ideas for future research activities. 

 

The main contributions of the candidate in the contents shown in this section are 

concerned with: 

 

 in chapter 2, in-depth analysis of the state of the art on the machines for 

robot-aided therapy and on robotic and prosthetic hands by pointing out 

research issues and proposed solutions in both fields; 

 in chapter 3, (i) software implementation and experimental protocol 

definition and the experimental validation for the static predetermined 

sequence generator of submovements; (ii),the theoretical formulation of 

the dynamic sequence generator, grounded on the adaptive behaviour of 

four oscillators, the software implementation and the experimental 

validation; 
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 in chapter 4, theoretical formulation and software implementation on the 

CBM-Motus robotic system of the current-based impedance control 

(including the whole system dynamic identification); 

 in chapter 5, the software implementation and experimental validation of 

transverse and diagonal volar grasp optimization algorithm, including the 

hardware arrangement (i.e. MIT-Manus and DLR-HIT\Hand II) for the 

experimental validation.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

State of the art 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1  State of the art on robotic systems for upper limb 
rehabilitation  

 

Several examples of robotic machines for upper-limb rehabilitation can be found 

in the literature. They can be grouped into two main categories: 

 

- End-effector rehabilitation machines, i.e. robotic machines designed in 

such a way that only the motion of the robot end-effector in the 

operational space is equivalent to that of the natural effector of the human 

limb;
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- Exoskeletal rehabilitation machines, i.e. wearable robotic machines which 

are designed to approximate the motion of the human limb both in the 

joint space and in the operational space.  

 

A further classification is based on the anatomical district to rehabilitate (as 

shown in Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1: Taxonomy tree of body-district specific rehabilitation robotic machines 

 
In the following a distinction is carried out between robots for proximal upper-

limb districts (i.e. shoulder and elbow), distal upper-limb districts (i.e. wrist and 

hand) and robots for the simultaneous training of proximal and distal upper limb 

districts simultaneously, i.e. arm-hand rehabilitation machines. Note that in the 

current literature ‘arm-hand rehabilitation machine’ stands for a robotic machine 

able to train patient arm and hand.  
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2.1.1  End effector machines for proximal upper limb rehabilitation 

 

From a historical perspective, end-effector machines were the first to appear in 

robot-aided rehabilitation and mainly consisted of adapting or re-configuring 

industrial robots for use in upper-limb rehabilitation [48], [49]. Lum and 

colleagues [49]-[50] have used a commercial PUMA robot augmented by 

improved sensors to implement the MIME (Mirror Image Movement Enabler) 

system, shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2: MIME prototype. 

 
MIME device incorporates two commercial and sensorized mobile arm supports 

modified to limit arm movement to the horizontal plane, and a 6-DOF robot arm 

(Stäubli PUMA-260) that applies forces and torques to the paretic forearm 

through one of the arm supports to paretic limb (Fig. 2). Each forearm is 

supported by a splint attached to bilateral mobile arm that compensate the weight 

of the limbs. The configurations of the patient's forearms (position and 

orientation) placed on the splints are provided by using direct kinematics from 

optical encoders information. A 6-axis force/torque sensor measures the 

force/torque interaction between the robot and the paretic limb. System 

components are shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3: Overview of MIME system. A: Puma-260 robot; B: force/torque transducer; C: forearm 

splints;  D: arm supports. 
 
Movements were produced in preprogrammed forearm position and orientation 

trajectories or by a position feedback control system that slaved the robot to the 

movements of the contralateral (normal) limb. In this master/slave mode, the 

robot continuously moved the paretic limb to the mirror-image position of the 

opposite limb. 

 

Similar ideas have been implemented in [51] that used another industrial robot to 

move the impaired arm in the European project GENTLE [52]. The adopted 

industrial robot was the HapticMaster made by Fokker Control Systems. In order 

to compensate the patient arm weight and to connect the arm with the haptic 

interface, a support mechanism was developed. The system is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4: The GENTLE system 
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Another mechanism that adopts Haptic Master system is the Arm Coordination 

Training 3-D (ACT-3D) device [53].  

 

 
Fig. 5: ACT-3D rehabilitative robot 

 
The ACT3D, shown in Fig. 5 consists of a modified HapticMASTER robot 

(Moog-FCS B.V., The Netherlands) with an instrumented end effector, integrated 

with a Biodex experimental chair (Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY). The 

end effector consists of a six degree of freedom measurement device (JR3 load 

cell) to monitor forces and torques and an instrumented gimbal to record joint 

angles. The system imposes forces on the arm to either increase or decrease the 

amount of limb support required of the subject during the reaching task, for 

shoulder abduction/adduction and elbow flexion/extension. A rigid forearm-hand 

orthosis with Velcro straps was used to couple the arm directly to the robot. 

Position of the subject in relation to the robot was controlled via a common 

support track to which the chair and robot were both mounted. 

 

The approach expoliting industrial robot for administering rehabilitative therapy 

was also employed by Toth and colleagues [54] in REHAROB design (see Fig. 6). 

The REHAROB Therapeutic System was the first robotic system to be built from 

two unmodified industrial robots working simultaneously to practice passive 

physiotherapy of spastic hemiparetic patients in a 3D scenario. REHAROB 
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performs the exercises according to the directions of the physiotherapist. As 

regards shoulder and elbow motions of the 7 DoF upper limb, REHAROB was 

designed to include two industrial robots. The wall mounted 0.8 m reach IRB 140 

industrial robot moves the upper arm, and the inverted 1.4 m reach IRB 1400H 

industrial robot moves the lower arm of the patient.  

 

 
Fig. 6: REHAROB system for proximal upper limb rehabilitation 

 
This approach that exploits industrial manipulators has the consequent critical 

drawback that low impedance comparable to that of the human arm cannot 

practically be obtained, being machines intrinsically position-controlled. The 

second design approach, that is currently predominant, consists of designing 

robots specifically conceived for tight human-machine interaction and for specific 

body district.  

Many research groups have developed end-effector robotic devices for proximal 

upper-limb rehabilitation by using the second design approach. Take, for example, 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)-Manus [55]-[56]. 
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Fig. 7: MIT-Manus system 

 
The machine (shown in Fig. 7) was designed to have a low intrinsic end-point 

impedance (i.e., be back-driveable), with a low and nearly-isotropic inertia 

(1±0.33 kg, maximum anisotropy 2:1) and friction (0.84±0.28 N, maximum 

anisotropy 2:1), and be capable of producing a predetermined range of forces (0–

45 N) and impedances (0–2N/mm). The MIT-Manus presents a planar module 

that provides two translational degrees of freedom (dof) for elbow and forearm 

motion in the cartesian space. The planar robot is constituted by a direct-drive five 

bar-linkage SCARA (Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) mechanism 

driven by brushless motors rated to 7.86 Nm of continuous stall torque with 

optical encoders for position and velocity measurements.  

In the 2000 Reinkensmeyer and colleagues proposed the 3 degrees of freedom 

ARM Guide rehabilitation machine in Fig. 8. Adopting this system [57], the user 

is attached to a splint that slides along a linear bearing. A motor assists or resists 

arm movement along the linear bearing. The orientation of the linear bearing can 

be changed in the vertical and horizontal planes. The user receives feedback about 

movement and force generation of the arm on a video monitor.  
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Fig. 8: Details of the ARM Guide mechanical structure. S: splint; M: motor; B: brake; F: 

force/torque sensor; C: counterbalance. The three degrees of freedom of the device are R: reach, 
Y: yaw, and P: pitch. 

 
An alternative to serial robots for use in neurorehabilitation is provided by 

MACARM robot (Multi-Axis Cartesian-based Arm Rehabilitation Machine), a 

cable (wire) machine proposed in [58].  

  

 
Fig. 9: MACARM system 

 
The prototype configuration in Fig. 9 is comprised of an array of 8 motors 

mounted at the corners of a cubic support frame that provides, via cables, 6 degree 

of freedom control of a centrally located end-effector. A 6 axis load cell mounted 

on the end-effector provides force measurement. 

Another weigh support system is Freebal [59], currently sold by Hocoma as the 

Armeo Boom. The Armeo Boom is based on an overhead sling suspension system 

with low inertia to provide an adjustable amount of arm weight support as shown 

in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10: Freebal system (commercial name Armeo Boom, delivered by Hocoma) 

 
The cable driven system is provided with a set of games for training the upper 

limb with 3D exercises. Further wire-based robot for neurorehabilitation is 

NeRebot [60]. The robot has 3 degrees of freedom and consists of a set of 3 wires 

indipendently driven by 3 DC motors. The wires support and move the arm of the 

patient in order to deliver rehabilitative therapy as depicted in Fig. 11. Extension 

of NeRebot was MariBot [61], where orthoses for upper limb of the patient is 

supported by a 5 DoF robotic arm.  

 

 
Fig. 11: NeRebot 
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Fig. 12: MEMOS system 

 
MEMOS (MEchatronic system for MOtor recovery after Stroke) is a planar robot 

in a cartesian configuration connected to the patient at end-effector [62]. The work 

plane is a rectangular shape area allowing the patient’s movement during the 

rehabilitation. Two perpendicular linear guide rails move the handle in the 

workspace. The actuation of the MEMOS device was achieved by using two DC 

motors. The overall system is shown in Fig. 12.  

In 2008, also at "Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma" a planar end-effector 

rehabilitation machine (namely the CBM-MOTUS) has been developed and 

patented [63], [64]. Further details are reported in section 4.2. 

 

All of the reviewed robotic system have been designed for training the proximal 

upper limb (shoulder and elbow) of the hemiparetic arm connected to robot end-

effector by enabling movement in multiple directions. 

 

 

2.1.2  Exoskeletal machines for proximal upper limb rehabilitation 
 

In this section an overview of current exoskeletal robots for proximal upper-limb 

districts is reported.  

As exoskeletal for proximal upper limb districts, it is worth mentioning Rahman’s 

functional upper limb orthosis [65], the Wilmington robotic exoskeleton (WREX). 
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It is a passive gravity-balanced arm orthosis for patients with neuromuscular 

diseases. The WREX has a four-degrees-of-freedom functional orthosis and 

exploits elastic elements to compensate gravity of the upper limb. The exoskeletal 

orthosis is attached to a wheelchair, as shown in Fig. 13.  

 

  
Fig. 13: WREX exoskeleton 

 
The adult-sized version of the Wilmington Robotic Exoskeleton is the (WREX) is 

the Therapy WREX (T-WREX). The T-WREX is a five degrees-of-freedom 

mechanism that passively counterbalances the weight of the arm using elastic 

bands [66]. The system consists of an orthosis that assists in arm movement across 

a 3D workspace, a grip sensor that detects hand grip pressure, and software that 

simulates functional activities, as reported in Fig. 14. 

 

 
Fig. 14: from left to right the kinematic structure, the first prototype and the commercial version of  

the T-WREX (Hocoma Armeo Spring) respectively. 
 
To incorporate hand grasp into therapy activities a custom-made, pressure-

sensing, handgrip has been attached to the orthosis. Each joint is provided of 
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absolute encoder with an accuracy of 0.3 deg. The exoskeletal machine T-WREX 

has been commercialized by Hocoma company with the name of Armeo Spring 

and is also available in pediatric version, i.e. Armeo Spring Pediatric, in the field 

of proximal upper limb rehabilitation. 

Among the exoskeletons for the rehabilitation of the proximal district of the upper 

limb, it is worth mentioning the ARMin system [67][68][69]. ARMin has a semi-

exoskeleton structure (the shoulder actuation is end-effector based, whereas the 

elbow structure is exoskeleton based) with six degrees of freedom, four active and 

two passive in order to enable elbow flexion/extension and spatial shoulder 

movements. The end-effector part compensates the weight of the robot and 

actuates the shoulder rotation in the horizontal plane. 

This end-effector-type kinematics for the shoulder joint has been selected as 

exoskeleton mechanics would make it difficult to get the robot axes in alignment 

with the anatomical axes of the human, and misalignments would mechanically 

overstress and potentially harm the shoulder. 

The exoskeletal part drives the internal/external rotation of the upper arm and the 

elbow joint, whereas horizontal and vertical shoulder rotation is actuated by an 

end-effector based part connecting the upper arm with the wall-mounted axes 1 

and 2 in Fig. 15. 

 

  
Fig. 15: ARMin system 
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The four exoskeleton actuators are equipped with optical incremental sensors and 

redundant potentiometer-based sensors for position measurements. A six-DOF 

force-torque sensor beneath the horizontal arm rotation module measures forces 

and torques of the shoulder joint (axis 1–3). The elbow torque is measured by a 

separate torque sensor (Fig. 12). The third version of ARMin robot will be 

commercialized by Hocoma as Armeo Power. In order to overcome the 

misalignment between human shoulder and robot joints Carignan proposed an 

exoskeleton with five active degrees of freedom for shoulder rehabilitation only 

[70].  

 

 
Fig. 16: RUPERT (robotic assisted upper extremity repetitive therapy) 

 

A wearable exoskeletal robot for upper extremity stroke rehabilitation, namely 

RUPERT [71], is drawn in Fig. 16. 

The RUPERT has four actuated degrees-of-freedom driven by compliant and safe 

pneumatic muscles (PMs) on the shoulder, elbow, and wrist. They are 

programmed to actuate the device to extend the arm and move the arm in 3-D 

space and allow movements of shoulder and elbow flexion/extension and humeral 

internal/external rotation. The gravity of the patient's arm is not compensated. 

Each one of DoFs of RUPERT is actuated by a Mckibben-type pneumatic muscle 

actuator. The exoskeleton is instrumented with two type of sensors: joint angle 
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sensors to sense the angular position of each DoF and pressure sensors to detect 

the pressure inside each PM and consequently the force applied by each actuator. 

The sensors feedback position and force information are also exploited for 

quantitative evaluation of task performance. 

In 2009 Stienen proposed Dampance [72], a passive exoskeleton for tasks 3D of 

the proximal upper limb.  

 

    
Fig. 17: Dampance Exoskeleton 

 

The Dampace exoskeleton in Fig. 17 combines functional exercises resembling 

activities of daily living with impairment-targeted force-coordination training.  

The rotations of the three joint axes of the shoulder and the one of the elbow can 

be actively resisted with the hydraulic disk brakes. The joint rotations are 

decoupled from the joint translations; the robot axes align themselves to the 

anatomical axes, overcoming some of the traditional difficulties of exoskeletons. 

The hydraulic disk brakes can resist rotations with up to 50 N m and have a torque 

bandwidth of 10 Hz for multisine torques of 20 N m. The brakes provide passive 

control over the movement; the patients’ movements can be selectively resisted, 

but active movement assistance is impossible. 

A full-body exoskeleton, named Salford Exoskeleton, was proposed by (Caldwell 

2007). The system has seven degrees of freedom for the upper limbs and five 

degrees of freedom for each of the lower limbs. In this work we consider the 
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upper limb exoskeleton only, in Fig. 18. The total weight of the uncompensated 

upper arm system is less than 2 kg. This low mass is primarily due to the use of a 

new range of PMAs (Pneumatic Muscle Actuators) as the power source for the 

system.  

 

  
Fig. 18: Salford Exoskeleton (upper limb system) 

 
The structure has three DOFs in the shoulder (flexion/extension, abduction-

adduction and lateral-medial rotation), two DOFs at the elbow permitting 

flexion/extension, pronation/supination of the forearm, and two DOFs. at the wrist 

(flexion-extension and abduction-adduction). High linearity sensors provide 

position sensing on each joint, with joint torque sensing achieved by integrating 

two strain gauges (mounted on internal spokes) inside each joint pulley. This 

exoskeleton is able to administer robot aided therapy both proximal and distal 

anatomical districts, whereas in next section the machines for distal upper limb 

rehabilitation are reviewed. 

 

 

2.1.3  End-effector and exoskeletal machines for distal upper limb 

rehabilitation 

 

This section is aimed at providing a review of the robotic system able to train the 

distal districts of the upper limb. For distal district the wrist and hand are 
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intended. The rehabilitative machines are classified in end-effector and 

exoskeletal for both wrist and hand devices. 

Since 2003, there has been a steady increase in the number of devices that assist 

and train distal upper limb movements such as wrist and/or hand and finger 

movements (see [73] for a detailed review). Take for example the Bi-Manu-

Track as end-effector machine for the wrist upper limb rehabilitation, and the 

extension of the MIT-Manus robotic device for wrist training (the InMotion3 

machine) [74] and RiceWrist [75] as exoskeletal machines for the wrist upper 

limb rehabilitation.  

 

The Bi-Manu-Track system enables the bimanual passive and active practice of a 

1 degree of freedom forearm and wrist movement, namely, forearm 

pronation/supination and wrist flexion/extension.  

The arm trainer was designed to allow the bimanual practice of a 1 DoF pronation 

and supination movement of the forearm, as well as dorsiflexion and volarflexion 

of the wrist. 

 

  
Fig. 19: Bi-Manu-Track system 

 
All exercises can be performed symmetrically or mirror-inverted and in isometric 

conditions according to the patient’s abilities . 
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The InMotion3 wrist robot made by Interactive Motion Technologies was 

proposed by [74]. As shown in Fig. 20, the wrist robot has three active degrees of 

freedom: abduction–adduction; flexion–extension; pronation–supination.  

 

 
Fig. 20: A solid view of the InMotion3 design 

 

The ranges of motion (ROM) matches the ROM of a normal wrist in everyday 

tasks, i.e. flexion/extension 60°/60°, abduction/adduction 30°/45°, 

pronation/supination 70°/70°. Maximum torque for flexion/extension and 

abduction/adduction is 1.43 Nm and for pronation/supination 1.85 Nm. 

Achievable impedances range from 0 to 60 Nm/rad and 0 to 1 Nm/rad/s for 

pronation/supination and 0 to 40 Nm/rad and 0 to 0.45 Nm/rad/s for 

flexion/extension and abduction/adduction. The two side-mounted actuators are 

connected to a differential mechanism, which allows for flexion/extension, 

abduction/adduction movements and their combinations. Joint torque production 

on the differential is a result of the proper combination of motor torques. Each 

motor contributes equal components of vertical and horizontal motion of the 

handle when actuated. When the two motors cooperate, motion is purely 

abduction/adduction; when the motion generated from these two motors opposes 

each other, the resulting motion is flexion/extension. The entire differential 
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mechanism is mounted onto a curved rack so that it can be actuated from beneath 

the forearm, enabling pronation and supination movements. 

 

  
Fig. 21: on the left, subject operating the integrated MIME- RiceWrist System; on the right, 

kinematic structure of RiceWrist. 
 

The RiceWrist [75] is a four degree-of-freedom upper extremity rehabilitation 

robot for stroke therapy, to be used in conjunction with the Mirror Image 

Movement Enabler (MIME) system. The RiceWrist is intended to provide robotic 

therapy via force-feedback during range-of-motion tasks. The exoskeleton device 

accommodates forearm supination and pronation, wrist flexion and extension, and 

radial and ulnar deviation. Joint range of motion and torque output of the 

electricmotor driven device is matched to human capabilities.  

The basic kinematic structure of the RiceWrist is depicted in Fig. 21. The 

exoskeleton is comprised of a revolute joint at the forearm and a 3-RPS (revolute-

prismatic-spherical) serial-in-parallel wrist. The 3-RPS platform consists of a base 

plate, three extensible links l1, l2 and l3 and a moving plate. The moving plate 

houses the end-effector that is affixed to the operator during operation. The 

moving plate is connected to the three extensible links by means of spherical 

joints spaced at 120° along the circumference of a circle of radius r. The other end 

of the links connects to the base plate via revolute (pin) joints, which are also 

spaced at 120° along a circle of radius R. The axes of rotation of the revolute 

joints are 
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oriented along the tangents to this circle. Actuators placed along the link are used 

to change the link length, thereby moving the top plate. The device has four 

degrees of freedom corresponding to the rotation of the forearm, height of the 

wrist platform and 2 DoF in rotation of the top plate of the platform with respect 

to to the base plate. The choice of a parallel mechanism for the design of the 

RiceWrist over a serial mechanism was motivated primarily by the compactness 

of the parallel mechanism. A similar mechanism is the 5 DoFs Haptic Arm 

Exoskeleton developed by [76] that involves also the elbow joint in the therapy. 

A robotic exoskeletal device, named HWARD, for assisting wrist and hand 

simultaneously was proposed by Takahashi and colleagues in 2005 [77].  

 

 
Fig. 22: HWARD device for wrist and hand rehabilitation. 

 
HWARD (Hand-Wrist Assisting Robotic Device) is a 3-DoF mechanism that 

allows the rotational movement of the fingers, thumb and wrist (see Fig. 22). 

HWARD allows the movement of the 4 fingers as a single unit about the 

metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint with a range of movement (ROM) of 

approximately 25 to 90 degrees flexion. HWARD allows thumb movement out of 

the plane of the palm and fingers with an approximate ROM of 90% full extension 

to 75% of full flexion. Finally, HWARD allows wrist flexion-extension 

movement with a ROM of approximately 20 degrees extension to 15 degrees 

flexion.  

The device is pneumatically actuated by 3 double-acting air cylinders with bore 

diameters of 1.59 cm. Each cylinder can produce up to 122.8N (at source pressure 

of 689kPa) of force, but air pressure is regulated so that the air cylinders produce 
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roughly 4-15N, the estimated levels necessary to assist movements. Rotary 

potentiometers measure the finger, wrist, and thumb joint angles. Microstructure 

pressure sensors (Honeywell) are mounted on both sides of each air cylinder to 

measure the pressure levels. The applied forces by the 

robot can be computed from data from these sensors. Backdriveability is achieved 

by minimizing friction in the mechanism (in mechanical design).  

 

As regards the hand rehabilitation, devices to train individual finger movements, 

simultaneous finger and thumb movements (such as palmar or precision grasp) or 

a combination of these can be found in the literature. Additionally, in [78], [79], 

[80], [81][82] robots interacting with the hand for other applications, such as tele-

operation, haptic sensation, or force amplification have been presented. A brief 

summary of hand rehabilitation machines is reported below. They can be grouped 

in end-effector and exoskeletal hand rehabilitation robots. As concerns end-

effector machines for hand rehabilitation, the following examples can be 

mentioned: HandCARE [83], a cable-actuated rehabilitation system to train hand 

function; Reha-Digit, a device for repeating controlled passive movements of 

paralysed fingers developed by [84]; hand-finger rehabilitation machine proposed 

by [85]; the HapticKnob developed by [86]; Amadeo, a commercially available 

device that provides endpoint control of each of the hand digits along fixed 

trajectories [87]; the InMotion hand module designed and developed by [88]; the 

system for hand opening/closing used in ReachMAN device [89]; the bimanual 

device for hand rehabilitation developed by [90]; Rutgers Master II developed by 

[91]. Only the most significant devices are reviewed in detail here.  
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          (a)         (b)        (c) 

Fig. 23: Examples of end-effector machines for hand rehabilitation. (a) Hand Care device; (b) 
Haptic Knob system; (c) The Rutgers Master II. 

 

The Hand-CARE [83] is a cable-driven robotic tool, where each finger is attached 

to a cable loop allowing predominantly linear motion. The interface can assist or 

resist the subject in opening and closing movements. The device consists of four 

main parts: (i) Acable-driven system with a frame and pulleys that convey the 

cable; (ii) A clutch actuation system providing assistive or resistive forces to the 

fingers; (iii) A sensing system to measure interaction between the subject and the 

interface; (iv) An arm support, i.e., a versatile system to support the forearm of the 

subject (Fig. 23(a)). The allowed ROM in flexion of each finger is 0-70° 

corresponding to a linear motion in the operational space of 8.5 cm. The peak 

force applied on each finger is 15 N.  

 

The Haptic Knob [86] is a two-degrees-of-freedom robotic interface to train 

opening/closing of the hand and knob manipulation. The device, based on two 

parallelogram structures holding an exchangeable button shown in Fig. 23(b), 

offers the possibility to adapt the interface to various hand sizes and finger 

orientations, as well as to right-handed or left-handed subjects. The interaction 

with the subject is measured by means of position encoders and four force sensors 

[Millinewton 2N, LPM-EPFL] located close to the output are used to measure the 

grasping force and perpendicular (with respect to knob) force applied by the user 

during movement. The sensors can measure grasping and perpendicular forces of 

up to 30 N with a resolution of 0.2 N.  
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The Rutgers Master II [91], shown in Fig. 23(c), is a haptic interface able to 

provide force feedback up to 16 N each to fingertip (little finger excluded) 

designed for dextrous interactions with virtual environments. The structure linking 

each fingertip to the palm platform has three sensing joints and five degrees of 

freedom. Each actuator is attached to the base through a spherical joint (2-DoF). 

Its cylinder shaft can both translate in and out and rotate about the cylinder axis 

(2-DoF). Finally, the fingertip attachment connects to the cylinder shaft through a 

cylindrical joint (1-DoF). The actuated flexion motion (relative to the palm) varies 

from 10° to 120°, the ROM of abduction/adduction (in the plane of the palm) 

is 60°.  

It uses custom cylindrical pneumatic actuators arranged in a direct-drive 

configuration in the palm. All RMII actuators use two Hall-effect sensors to 

measure the flexion and adduction/abduction angles. An infrared sensor measures 

the translation of the piston inside an air cylinder. The system doesn't adopt 

torque/force sensors to detect the interaction force exchanged with the patient.  

 

On the other hand, examples of exoskeletal machines for hand rehabilitation are 

listed the in following: a device that provides for CPM (continuous passive 

motion) and CAM (continuous active motion) hand (MCP and PIP Joints) 

rehabilitation for patients recovering from damage such as flexor tendon repair 

and strokes proposed by [92]; an exoskeletal pneumatic glove and immersive 

virtual reality environment for hand rehabilitative training was developed by [93]; 

the Gifu Haptic Interface, able to produce adduction-abduction and flexion-

extension finger movements [94]; the hand rehabilitation system proposed by 

[95]. 
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    (a)             (b)             (c) 

Fig. 24: (a) Connelly system; (b) GIFU hand rehabilitation system; (c) Koeneman system. 
 

The hand rehabilitation device proposed by [93], shown in Fig. 24(a), is designed 

as a table-top machine with independent control of the MCP 

(metacarpophalangeal) and PIP (proximal interphalangeal) joints. During use, the 

patient places his/her hand within the frame of the device so that their MCP is 

lined up with the axes of rotation of the first motor. The proximal segment of the 

fingers between the MCP and the PIP joints rests on the first rotating link 

(proximal). The extension is slid until the PIP joint is aligned with the axes of 

rotation of the second motor and the remaining segments (i.e. distal and middle) 

of the finger rest on the second rotating link (distal). The maximum torque for the 

device is 4.5 Nm. The FlexiForce sensors (from Tekscan) are used for each joint. 

The device provides for CPM (continuous passive motion) and CAM (continuous 

active motion) hand rehabilitation for patients recovering from damage such as 

flexor tendon repair and strokes. The device is capable of flexing/extending the 

MCP and PIP joints through a range of motion of 0° to 90° for both the joints 

independently. During the CPM modes the device utilizes a minimum jerk 

trajectory model under PD control, moving smoothly and accurately between 

preselected positions. CAM is the final mode where the device actively resists the 

movement of the user. The user moves from a start to end position while the 

device produces a torque to resist the motion. This active resistance motion is a 

unique ability designed to mimic the benefits of a human therapist.  
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The GIFU interface [94] in Fig. 24(b) is a motion assistance mechanism with 18 

DoFs: 3 Dofs for 4 fingers (abduction/adduction of MP joint, extension/flextion of 

MP and PIP joints), 4 DoFs for thumb (abduction/adduction of CM joint, 

extension/flexion of CM, MP, PI joints), 2 DoFs for wrist motion assistance 

(abduction/adduction and pronation/supination).   

The thumb CM joint has 2 DoFs motions: extension/flexion and 

abduction/adduction. The latter abduction/adduction produces an arc-like motion 

of the thumb tip, while the former extension/flexion enables the thumb to touch a 

fingertips. A C-shaped guide structure guarantees that the conic rotation axis of 

the motion assistance mechanism matches with that of the human hand.  

This structure is constructed by double-tiered parallel links, at the tip of the which 

the extension/flexion assistance mechanism for thumb is attached. This double 

parallel-link structure allows the extension/flexion assistance mechanism to 

always direct to its rotation center. A finger motion assist mechanism is 

constructed as an exoskeleton of a finger. This mechanism assists the 

flexion/extension of the CMP and PIP joints and the abduction/adduction of the 

CMP joint. There are three servo motors with rotary encoders. The first and 

second servo motors assist the two-DoFs motion of the CMP joint through a 

differential gear. The third motor assists the flexion/extension of the PIP joint. 

The finger motion assist mechanism forms two closed loops with the human 

finger, in which the first and second fixtures are attached to the proximal portion 

and middle position of human finger, respectively, and the finger joint motion of 

human is assisted independently. To measure the finger joint torque, a 3-axes 

force sensor is mounted on each fixture. 

 
In the device proposed by [95] and shown in Fig. 24(c), an air muscle is attached 

to the proximal forearm. Activation of the air muscle rotates a bar about a pivot 

point positioned inline with the flexion/extension axis of the wrist. This action 

extends the wrist and fingers, the opposite action flexes wrist and fingers. Wrist 
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extension position is measured by a potentiometer, which is centered inline with 

the pivot point and thus the wrist flexion/extension axis.  

 

Other exoskeletal devices for hand rehabilitation can be found in [96], [97], [98], 

[99] and the commercial system CyberGrasp [100];  

 

 

 

2.1.4  Machines for arm-hand rehabilitation 
 

Finally, a review of arm-hand rehabilitation machines is proposed. A complete 

system for arm-hand rehabilitation, named IntelliArm, is presented in [101] and 

reported in Fig. 25.  

 

 
(a) 

 
       (b)         (c) 

Fig. 25: IntelliArm system. (a) view of the overall rehabilitative robot; (b) CAD design; (c) 
Module for hand rehabilitation. 
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The IntelliArm is structure with ten degrees of freedom as a whole: four active 

DoFs and two passive DoFs at the shoulder, two DoFs at the elbow, one DoF at 

the wrist and one for hand opening/closing mechanism. The shoulder 

(glenohumeral) movement includes four active DoFs in horizontal 

abduction/adduction, flexion/extension, internal/external rotation and the vertical 

displacement of the glenohumeral joint, and two passive DoFs in 

anterior/posterior and medial/lateral displacement of glenohumeral joint. The 

elbow movement includes elbow flexion/extension, and forearm 

supination/pronation while the wrist included flexion/extension. One active DoF 

drives the hand to open/grasp at MCP and thumb joints – synchronized hand- 

opening/closing motion, as shown in Fig. 25(c). The adopted sensors are reported 

in Fig. 25(b) and (c). The torque/force sensors are used for evaluation purposes.  

In [102] a compact device named ReachMAN is proposed with only three degrees 

of freedom to train reaching and manipulation in activities of daily living.  

 

 
Fig. 26: ReachMAN device. 

 
The 3 DoFs of the ReachMAN robot allows linear reaching movement, 

supination/pronation and grasping. A monocarrier actuated by a DC motor is used 

to generate the linear movement. A rotary geared DC motor (with gear reduction 

of 4.3) is used for supination/pronation, which is attached to the output carriage of 
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the monocarrier. This monocarrier is fixed to a stable platform and acts as the 

robot’s base. A grasping mechanism device attached to the rotary DC motor 

incorporates two servo motors which are used for hand opening/closing exercises. 

The overall system is shown in Fig. 26. 

Two digital encoder are used to measure the linear position and rotary angle. 

Another digital encoder is used to measure the opening angle of the grasping 

mechanism. A 6 axis force/torque sensor (ATI Mini45, US) is attached between 

the grasping mechanism and the rotary actuator to measure interaction forces and 

torques during arm movements. An arm support attached to the moving 

monocarrier is added for the patient to rest the forearm. The motion and 

interaction control is relied on admittance control. 

 

Podobnik and colleagues designed and developed the HARMiS device (hand and 

arm rehabilitation system) that is intended for use in robot-aided 

neurorehabilitation and for training of reaching, grasping and transporting virtual 

objects in haptic environments [103]. The HARMiS consists of an haptic interface 

HapticMaster and a grasp module mechanism with a wrist support splint mounted 

on top of the robot arm, as shown in Fig. 27 (a).  

 

  
Fig. 27: (a) HARMiS system for arm-hand rehabilitation; (b) GENTLE/G arm-hand rehabilitation 

system. 
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The grasp module is a two-axis gimbal with a two degree of freedom. The gimbal 

is used to carry the weight of the subject’s arm and the grasp system and to allow 

unconstrained movements of the subject’s arm. The two DoF are passive each 

with a load cell for measuring grasp force, one for measuring the force applied by 

thumb and other for measuring the joint forces applied by index and middle 

finger. Passive haptic rendering was achieved by adding the elastic cord between 

the frame and the movable part of the grasp module. The force sensor on the end-

point of the robot is used for measuring the interaction forces between the subject 

and the haptic virtual environment. 

Another device based on Haptic Master arm is Gentle/G [104] that integrates the 

Gentle/S robot [105] with a module for the hand rehabilitation, Fig. 27(b).  

Gentle/G allows for relatively large reaching movements in three active degrees of 

freedom (Haptic Master), coupled to three passive degrees of freedom 

(Connection Mechanism) to allow arbitrary positioning of the hand and three 

active degrees of freedom (Grasp Robot Exoskeleton) for hand grasp and release 

retraining. Grasp robot exoskeleton consists of 3 passive DOF (roll, pitch and yaw 

of the wrist) and 3 active DOF. The index, middle, ring and small finger are 

actuated simultaneously (in 2 DOF) and the thumb separately (1 DOF). Optical 

encoders and precision potentiometers measure joint angles. Force sensing 

resistors are integrated on the parallel bars of the phalange supports to measure 

the patient's force input in order to drive the motors using admittance control. 

In 2006 Johnson and colleagues developed the ADLER system [106]. The device, 

able to assist shoulder, elbow and wrist districts, consists of the Haptic Master 

(Van der Linde et al., 2002) and three typologies of orthoses for supporting 

patient wrist.  

 

Finally two more machines that involve proximal and distal district are presented: 

CADEN-7 and UHD. These devices are able to train shoulder, elbow and wrist 

anatomical joints. 
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Cable-Actuated Dextrous Exoskeleton for Neurorehabilitation (CADEN)-7 [107] 

is an anthropometric 7-DoF powered exoskeleton system shown in Fig. 28(a) 

 

  
   (a)          (b) 

Fig. 28 : (a) CADEN-7 arm rehabilitative system; (b) CAD model of the exoskeleton. 
 
Articulation of the exoskeleton is achieved about seven single-axis revolute joints: 

one for each shoulder abduction–adduction (abd-add), shoulder flexion–extension 

(flx-ext), shoulder internal–external (int-ext) rotation, elbow flx-ext, forearm 

pronation–supination (pron-sup), wrist flx-ext, and wrist radial–ulnar (rad-uln) 

deviation. The exoskeletal joints are labeled 1 through 7 from proximal to distal in 

the order shown in Fig. 28(b).  

Proximal placement of motors and distal placement of cable-pulley reductions 

have led to low inertia, high stiffness links, and backdrivable transmissions with 

moderate backlash. Redundant position sensors (potentiometer, Midori, Fullerton; 

shaft encoder, HP), one at either end of the power train, monitor both joint motion 

and motor position were used. Torque/force sensors have not been employed. A 

similar approach for simultaneous shoulder, elbow and wrist rehabilitation can 

also be found in [108]. 
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Fig. 29: UHD prototype. 1-handle bar, 2-universal joint, 3-force sensor, 4-sliding mechanism, 5-

spherical joint, 7- DC motors with gears and encoders, 8-elastic springs, 11-forearm support 
(“WRIST” mode) and 12-user. 

 

Universal Haptic Drive (UHD) is a device that enables rehabilitation of either arm 

("ARM" mode) or wrist ("WRIST" mode) movement in two degrees of freedom, 

presented by [109]. The mechanism and adopted sensors are summarized in Fig. 

29. The actuation system is based on two sets of DC motors with gears and 

encoders, which are connected in series with elastic springs to the actuated bar by 

means of string wires and pulleys. The series elastic actuators generate a desired 

force calculated from selected impedance parameters and kinematics of the 

actuated bar. This desired force compared with the force applied on end-effector 

by the end-user feed in input a conventional proportional force control scheme, 

which is needed for implementation of impedance control based movement 

training of each actuated DOF. 

 

 

2.1.5  Control strategies for rehabilitative robots 

 

The goal of robotic therapy control algorithms is to control robotic devices 

designed for rehabilitation exercise, so that the selected exercises to be performed 

by the participant provoke motor plasticity, and therefore improve motor 

recovery. Currently, however, there is not a solid scientific understanding of how 
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this goal can best be achieved. Robotic therapy control algorithms have therefore 

been designed on an ad hoc basis, usually drawing on some concepts from the 

rehabilitation, neuroscience, and motor learning literature. One way to group 

current control algorithms is according to the strategy that they take to provoke 

plasticity: assisting, challenge-based, simulating normal tasks, and noncontact 

coaching.  

The most developed paradigm is the assistive one. Assistive controllers help 

participants to move their weakened limbs in desired patterns during grasping, 

reaching, or walking, a strategy similar to "active assist" exercises performed by 

rehabilitation therapists. The term "challenge-based" controllers refers to 

controllers that are in some ways the opposite of assistive controllers because they 

make movement tasks more difficult or challenging. Examples include controllers 

that provide resistance to the participant's limb movements during exercise, 

require specific patterns of force generation, or increase the size of movement 

errors ("error amplification" strategies). 

The third paradigm, called haptic simulation, refers to the practice of activities of 

daily living (ADL) movements in a virtual environment. Haptic simulation has 

flexibility, convenience, and safety advantages compared to practice in a physical 

environment. 

Finally, there is some work on robotic devices that do not physically contact the 

participant but instead serve as coaches, helping to direct the therapy program, 

motivate the participant, and promote motor learning. For such devices, it has 

been hypothesized that physically embodying the automated coaching mechanism 

has special merit for motivating participants [110]. 

Assistance control strategies can be grouped into four conceptual categories: 

impedance-based, counterbalance-based, EMG-based and performance-

based adaptive assistance.  

The first Impedance-based assistive robotic therapy controllers proposed were 

proportional feedback position controllers [50], [111], [112], [55], [113]. More 
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recent controllers have used more sophisticated forms of mechanical impedance 

than stiffness, including for example viscous force fields [114], [115], creating 

virtual objects that assist in achieving the desired movement [116], or creating 

user-definable mechanical limits for complex postural or locomotor movements 

[117]. Assistive control strategies focus on a common, underlying idea: when the 

participant moves along a desired trajectory, the robot should not intervene, and if 

the participant deviates from the desired trajectory, the robot should create a 

restoring force, which is generated using an appropriately designed mechanical 

impedance. A variant of impedance-based assistance is triggered assistance, which 

allows the participant to attempt a movement without any robotic guidance, but 

initiates some form of (usually) impedance-based assistance after some 

performance variable reaches a threshold. This form of triggered assistance 

encourages participant self-initiated movement, which is thought to be essential 

for motor learning [118],  [119]. For example, this triggering technique was used 

in initial studies with the ARM Guide [57], [120] and MIT-Manus robotic therapy 

devices [121], [122], which assisted the participant in moving along a minimum 

jerk trajectory when the participant exceeded a movement error threshold, or 

moved faster than a velocity threshold, respectively. 

Variations of time-triggered assistance have recently been used for the hand grasp 

robot HWARD [77], and reach and grasp robots Gentle/G [104] and RUPERT 

[71]. 

Providing weight counterbalance to a limb is another assistance strategy that has 

been developed in the framework of counterbalancing assistance.  

Rehabilitation clinics have a long history of using devices to partially 

counterbalance the limbs, such as mobile arm supports, overhead slings, arm 

skateboards or towels that slide on tables, and harnesses for supporting body 

weight during walking. The use of swimming pools in rehabilitation can also be 

viewed as variant of this approach: active assistance is provided by virtue of the 

buoyancy of the body. Recently developed devices implement passive 
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counterbalancing schemes in a way that allows a greater range of motion than 

previous clinical devices [66], [59]. For example, Therapy-WREX, based on the 

mobile arm support WREX, uses two four-bar linkages and elastic bands to 

passively counterbalance the weight of the arm, promoting performance of 

reaching and drawing movements through a wide workspace [66]. A similar 

approach has been developed for assisting in gait training, counterbalancing the 

weight of the leg using a gravity-balancing, passive exoskeleton [123]. Non-

exoskeleton passive devices that reduce the amount of weight on the participant 

lower limbs have been developed to assist participants to train standing balance 

[124], or to keep balance while walking overground [129]. It is also possible to 

actively generate a counterbalance force through the robot's control system to 

assist in reaching [125], [53], [130], [131] or walking [132], [133], [134]. This 

active technique allows the selection of a weight support level via software to 

meet participants' individual needs, and can take into account other forces that can 

restrain participant's free movement such as those arising from abnormal tone 

[57], [111] rather than just gravitational forces. 

Some groups have developed robotic devices that employ surface 

electromyography signals (sEMG) to drive the assistance (EMG-based 

assistance). The EMG signals recorded from selected muscles (i.e pectoralis 

major, triceps, anterior middle and posterior deltoids, biceps, soleus, 

gastrocnemius), can be used as an indicator of effort generation to trigger 

assistance. An example of such an EMG triggered assistance was proposed with 

the MIT-MANUS robot [121], where EMG signals are collected from different 

muscles on the shoulder and elbow and, after some signal processing, the 

assistance is triggered when the processed EMG signals increase above a 

threshold. Similar approaches are proposed for upper limb rehabilitation in [107], 

[74], [126]. 

Adapting control parameters has the potential advantage that the assistance can be 

automatically tuned to the participant's individual changing needs, both 
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throughout the movement and over the course of rehabilitation [121] [127], [128]. 

Adapting control parameters is a key part of "patient-cooperative training" 

strategies (Performance-based adaptation of task parameters) developed first 

for the Lokomat, in which the robot adaptively takes into account the patient's 

intention rather than imposing an inflexible control strategy [127]. It is also a key 

part of "performance-based, progressive robot-assisted therapy" control strategy 

developed for MIT-MANUS [121]. In the latter approach the control law is an 

error-based strategy that adjusts a control parameter from trial to trial based on 

measured participant performance. A position-feedback type assisting controller 

was designed that allowed participants freedom to move more quickly than the 

desired trajectory (i.e. the virtual channel with a moving back wall). The duration 

of the desired trajectory and the stiffness of the robot controller were modified 

such that the reaching task was less demanding if the participant was more 

impaired. For the ARM Guide [128], a similar adaptive update law was proposed 

and other adaptive approach was proposed in [131], [135], [136], [127], [138], 

[137] and [140]. 

 

The term "challenge-based controllers" refers to controllers that in some ways 

make a task more difficult or challenging, as opposed to the assistive controllers. 

Challenge-based controllers provides insight that might be missed by focusing 

solely on assistive-type algorithms. challenge and assistive controllers can be 

viewed as being different points on the same continuum, a continuum along which 

task difficulty is modulated to optimally challenge the participant [141]. 

The challenge-based controllers can be grouped in: resistive strategies, 

constraint-induced strategies, error-amplification strategies. Resistive 

exercise refers to the therapeutic strategy of providing resistance to the 

participant's hemiparetic limb movements during exercise, an approach that has a 

long history in clinical rehabilitation and clinical rehabilitation devices. There 

have been a few attempts to incorporate resistive training into robotic therapy. 
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Examples of resistive robotic devices that apply constant resistive forces to the 

affected limb, independent of its position or velocity, have been proposed for 

reaching and grasping practice [142], [59], [146], [147], [86] and [148]. A more 

sophisticated resistance proposed in [50] consists of applying a viscous resistance 

consisting of a resistive force in the movement's direction proportional to the 

affected limb's velocity. In the rehabilitation literature, the term "constraint-

induced" therapy refers to a family of rehabilitation techniques in which the 

unimpaired limb of persons post stroke is constrained (for example in a sling or 

with a mitt) to encourage use of the impaired limb [149]. Several robotic therapy 

control strategies have been developed consistent with the main idea of this 

strategy, which is to "force use" of the impaired limb. For example, Johnson et al. 

[150] developed a robotic steering wheel that resists turning when the person 

poststroke relies too heavily on his unimpaired arm, and showed that this 

approach encourages use of the impaired limb. Simon et al. [151] developed a 

robotic control strategy to improve force generation symmetry in the lower limbs, 

which applies resistance proportional to the difference between the force 

generated by both legs. For the "Guided Force Training" algorithm [57], [128], 

subjects reach along a linear rail, and a robot halts the participant's movement if 

the participant pushes with an abnormally large force perpendicular to the rail. 

This strategy was inspired by the "active constrained" mode of MIME, which 

essentially only allowed the participant to move if force generation was toward 

the target [144]. Assisting-type robotic therapy algorithms have the effect of 

reducing movement errors – they help the participant do the task better. However, 

research on motor adaption has emphasized that kinematic errors generated during 

movement are a fundamental neural signal that drives motor adaptation [136], 

[137] [152], [154]. Thus, researchers have proposed robotic therapy algorithms 

that amplify movement errors rather than decrease them developing the error-

amplification strategies, e.g. Patton and colleagues [152], [153] and [154]. Several 

studies have shown that some benefits of error amplification can be achieved by 
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distorting visual feedback from the task, rather than by physically altering 

movements [142], [155] and [143].  

 

In the framework of the haptic simulation strategies, Robotic therapy devices 

can be used as haptic interfaces for interacting with virtual reality simulations of 

activities of daily living, such as manipulating objects [69], [125], [156], [86], 

[88], [157], [158], [159], [70], [139]. Potential advantages of this approach over 

training in physical reality include: a haptic simulator can create many different 

interactive environments simulating a wide range of real-life situations, quickly 

switch between these environments without a "set-up" time, automatically grade 

the difficulty of the training environment by adding or removing virtual features, 

make the environments more interesting than a typical rehabilitation clinic (e.g. 

walking through Paris versus down a hospital hallway), automatically "reset" 

itself if objects are dropped or misplaced, and provide novel forms of visual and 

haptic feedback regarding performance. A variable of virtual environments was 

suggested by [145], where real objects for manipulation were presented 

robotically. 

 

 

2.2  State of the art on robotic and prosthetic hands 

 

The hand is the most dexterous organ (“device”) humans are endowed with [21] 

which also entails the major complexity in the mechanical structure. In robotics, 

the development of robotic hands capable of dexterous manipulation tasks is still a 

real challenge. Under a technical viewpoint, for applications requiring few 

movements with high accuracy, robotics often offers solutions that are also 

stronger or faster than human hands [22]; these mechanical solutions are generally 

very specific tools (ranging from pliers up to simplified hands) that always have 

reduced degree of freedoms with respect to the human hand and high dexterity in 
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specific contexts. However, when they are required to perform new tasks or are 

moved to environments with changing dynamic characteristics, their 

performances inevitably go down and performances of human hands still remain 

incomparable. Analysis of the literature shows that robotic hands often result from 

a trade-off among between the application and the level of anthropomorphism, 

thus influencing the choice of the number, the kinematics and the viscoelastic 

characteristics of the fingers, the choice of actuated/unactuated degrees of 

freedom, the complexity of sensory system, the design of the control, etc. 

 

 

   
  (a)   (b)   (c) 

   
  (d)    (e)    (f) 
Fig. 30: A series of pictures of robotic hands: (a) Shadow Hand; (b) DLR Hand II; (c) Robonaut 
Hand; (d) Barrett Hand; (e) Okada hand; (f) CyberHand. 
 

In the following an overview of the most meaningful examples of robotic hands is 

reported. Although first papers on this topic can be dated already in the sixties 

[23], the first very robotic prototype of hand is the Okada Hand, a three finger, 
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tendon actuated hand with 11 DOF [24] developed in 1979. In the same period 

also the Stanford JPL hand [25] appeared. It had size comparable with the human 

hand and integrated an array of tactile sensors on the fingertips. The Utah/MIT 

hand [26] is instead a pneumatic hand aimed at ensuring a safe contact in grasping 

with the fingertips, the phalanges and the palm. In 1988 the concept of 

underactuation was fully exploited in the Belgrade USC hand [27], endowed of 18 

degrees of freedom, of which just 4 actuated. A commercially available robotic 

hand is the Barrett Hand [28], whose aspect is much closer to a plier than a human 

hand. It has three fingers, each embedding one motor. With the technological 

advancements above all in electronic components and micromechanics, the level 

of anthropomorphism of the robotic hands got higher and higher. For example, in 

1992 the three-fingered UB hand II and successive versions [29][30], [31] were 

developed at the Bologna University. It included 11 degrees of freedom in the 

hand and 2 degrees-of-freedom in the wrist. In 1993 the Anthrobot-II dexterous 

hand [32] was introduced as an example of anthropomorphic hand, which has 5 

tendon-actuated fingers, each of them with 4 degrees of freedom. Then 

GRASPAR was presented, that is a three fingers hand purposely developed for 

grasping with one motor per finger [33].  

At the beginning of 1997, a first version of the DLR hand was presented. The 

second one appeared in the 2000 [34], [35], [36]. The DLR hand I has four fingers 

with 18 degrees of freedom, but only 13 actuated. The actuators (electrical 

revolute motor) are placed inside the fingers so to have a compact device 

(although its size is higher than human hand). Concerning the sensory system, this 

hand include an x-y force sensors on the fingertips as contact sensors, 

potentiometer for the position of joints. The DLR hand I has been designed with 

typical features that are useful when executing particular tasks or to enhance 

general performances during grasping and manipulation [36]: first of all fingers 

can be bent backwards so to increase the grasping abilities; then another important 

factor is the role of the palm: indeed, if appropriately used, it adds a lot to the 
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stability of a power grasp. So, mimicking an anthropomorphic behaviour, the 

DLR hand I is able to reconfigure its palm according to the type of the task to 

perform (power grasp, fine manipulation, etc.) allowing two configurations: a 

“flat” palm configuration and an opposing fingers configuration. Another key 

aspect to take into account when performing particular tasks, such as catching or 

playing piano is the speed. To this purpose DLR hand I has a high speed of the 

joints (about 382 deg/s). From the redesign of the DLR hand I,  the DLR/HIT-

Hand II [248] was developed. It consists of 5 fingers with a total of fifteen dofs. 

To achieve a high degree of modularity, all five fingers are identical. Each finger 

has three dofs and four joints, last two joints are mechanically coupled. All 

actuators, gears, the electronics and communication controllers for one finger are 

fully integrated in the finger’s base or the finger’s body directly. The motor 

measures only 20mm in diameter and 10mm in height, weights only 15g. The 

rated speed and torque of the motor are 6000 rpm and 3.2 mNm respectively. In 

the finger distal joint, a 2.1:1 mechanical transmission is realized by a timing belt 

instead of bevel gears, so that the transmission noise is much quiet. The coupling 

mechanism in the last two joints of the finger is realized by steel wires with fasten 

mechanism. This makes the transmission ration exactly 1:1 in the whole 

movement range. Also at the base joint actuation unit, two tiny harmonic drivers 

with timing belts have replaced planetary gears and bevel gears. 

In 1998 LMS [37] hand was presented: in this case the device included also the 

forearm with the pneumatic actuation system within it. Among the five fingered 

hands, it is worth to mention the DIST hand [38] and the Robonaut hand [39], 

developed by the NASA for space applications. In 2000 Karlsruhe and Tokyo 

University developed an underactuated robotic five fingered hand for grasping 

with 24 joints but only one actuated degree of freedom [40]. In the same year the 

Ultralight hand was developed by Karlsruhe Research Center with pneumatic 

actuators located inside the fingers [41]. Again in 2000 Light presented a 

myoelectric controlled lightweight hand prosthesis [42]. Other five fingered hands 
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are the GIFU hand [43], with 16 actuated degrees of freedom by DC motors, and 

the commercial model, the Shadow hands, developed by Shadow Robot Company 

Ltd including inside the forearm the pneumatic actuation system. In 2005 RL1 

hand [44] with three fingers actuated by only one motor was developed.  

 

As regards the prosthetic hands, upper-limb prostheses are not yet dexterous 

enough to provide function comparable to healthy limbs. Commonly used upper-

limb prosthetics range from a hook to a single-degree-of-freedom (opening and 

closing) mechanism using myoelectric control.  

Upper-limb prosthetics with multiple degrees of freedom typically use sequential 

control methods, with locking mechanisms or switches used to separately activate 

each joint. Commercial prosthetic hands are basically simple grippers with few 

degrees of freedom (DOFs), a limited biomorphic appearance, and one actuator 

able to exert high grasping forces. Take for example the Sensorhand speed made 

by Ottobock (http://www.ottobock.com/). This prosthetic hand consists of three 

finger with one degree of freedom only. Consequently, the control is very simple 

but robust: a couple of commands sent by the user myoelectric signals control 

gripper opening and closure. The maximum exercisable force is 100 N, with the 

grasp force proportional to myoelectric signal. A novel multiarticulated prosthetic 

hand, i.e. the i-LIMB hand (http://www.touchbionics.com) was introduced in the 

market by Touch Bionics. This hand is the first-to market prosthetic device with 

five individually powered digits. It is manufactured using high-strength plastics 

and looks like a real human hand. It has two main improvements compared to 

other commercial prostheses: first, speed and grip-strength sensors allow the 

control system to independently stop each digit; second, the possibility of moving 

the opposition plane of the thumb by means of a passive joint. The result is that 

the hand is capable of different grasping patterns such as precision (tridigit), 

power, and lateral grips. Nevertheless, concerning the control strategy, the device 
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still uses a traditional two-input EMG system to open and close the hand’s fingers 

that does not differ from those available in other commercial prosthetic hands. 

 

For the last decade, the research focus in upper-limb prosthetics has been in the 

anthropomorphic arm and hands capable of neural interface. The Cyberhand [46], 

with a single degree of freedom per finger, aims to interface with both afferent 

and efferent pathways, providing true feedback for the user. The ACT hand [47] is 

designed around the central tenant that an anatomically correct hand can be 

operated by the same neural signals used to operate the muscles in the original 

hand. 

In 2007 a gas actuated hand prosthesis was presented with 9 actuated degrees of 

freedom [45].  

The prosthetic hands aim at substituting the functionality of a missing human 

hand. Therefore in addition to a natural and cosmetic apparence, requirements of 

lighthness and sensory feedback are requested. As previously shown, the 

prosthetic hand present only few actuated degree of freedom and very simple 

control law proportional to myoelectric commands. On the other hand, robotic 

hands shows higher manipulation capabilities by exploiting a large number of 

actuated joints (meanly three/four per finger) in the mechanical design. 

 

 

2.3  Main issues to address and proposed solutions 

 

The control strategy mentioned in section 2.1.5 highlights that a plethora of 

control strategies has been proposed in scientific literature. Only few comparative 

studies can be found in literature and estabilishing which control strategy entails 

the best results in terms of motor recovery of the patient is still debated and goes 

beyond the thesis purposes. In this thesis the impedance-based assistance strategy 

of end-effector rehabilitative machines is taken into account. 
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In the framework of assistance control strategies (impedance-based) is typically 

assumed that the robot intervention is dependent on the deviation of the upper 

limb trajectory from a reference trajectory planned by manipulator.  

 

In order to assist the impaired limb of the patient, it is generally assumed that 

desired motion is a minimum-jerk virtual trajectory [19], [55], being the jerk the 

third derivative of the position. This reference trajectory (typically corresponding 

to linear path) is generated exploiting a predetermined polynomial arch length 

function, but this concept is difficult to customize to different typologies of stroke 

patients. The first part of this thesis investigates if it is possible to assist the 

impaired limb of the patient as a human therapist does in the traditional therapy. 

In [121] a performance-based control approach is proposed, but adapting offline 

the control gains and duration of the whole end effector trajectory. One of the 

main objectives of this thesis is to demonstrate that it's possible to tune online 

trajectory features of an end effector rehabilitative machine according to patient 

need. In other words, this work tries to address the question: "Is feasible to 

generate a reference trajectory (robot side) as similar as possible to the trajectory 

generated by motor control of a human therapist? ". The assumption is that 

adopting the submovements theory, mentioned in section 1.1, is possible to plan 

on line a desired trajectory of a robot by reproducing the human motor control 

output for the upper limb. The trajectory can be changed in real time according to 

motor task requirement and patient impairments. The motion features can be 

modified on the basis of proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors of the 

rehabilitative robot in order to provide an assistance as similar as possible to 

human therapist. Chapter 3 is aimed at providing these evidence. 

Another key point highlighted by state of the art analysis is that in case of active 

assistance of the robot on patient's limb, control design typically resorts to 

traditional approaches, e.g. stiff PID voltage control (i.e. a proportional-integral-

derivative action), compliance control and impedance control [160], [161]. The 
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term compliance control is referred to interaction control based on a proportional-

derivative action plus gravity compensation; on the other hand, impedance control 

refers to inverse dynamics interaction control. 

The mentioned types of control can ensure robustness and ease of implementation, 

especially in the case of PID and compliance control (which do not require 

estimating robot dynamics), but highly nonlinear phenomena able to strongly 

degrade robot performance, such as friction, are typically not accounted for in the 

design of the control system and mechanical structure of the machines for robot 

aided rehabilitation. In order to overcome this issue a compensation for friction 

and tuning robot compliance by means of an interaction control law based on 

inverse dynamics compensation is proposed. Additionally, among the above 

mentioned control algorithm only the impedance control (term referred to inverse 

dynamics control) exploits the interaction force feedback in the control loop. In 

fact in case of compliance or PID control friction and force applied on external 

environment by robot are rejected as disturbs.  

When the robot interacts with a patient these physical quantities cannot be 

neglected. Generally the force feedback is provided by torque/force sensors, but in 

this thesis aims at exploiting a sensorless approach where the interaction forces 

exchanged between robot and patient are monitored of the motor currents in order 

to achieve the limitation of the masses and wires at the robot end-effector and 

costs containment. The friction compensation and the implementation of an 

impedance control with force feedback provided by motor currents monitoring are 

the main objectives of chapter 4 where the CBM-Motus rehabilitative machine 

[63] is taken as case-study. 

Finally in the field of assistive robotics the main objective of this work is 

determining the optimal hand configuration that fits object characteristics and 

ensures a stable grasp. In fact, for manipulation aids, robotic and prosthetic hands 

the ability to realize smooth movements and to obtain a stable grasp has a primary 

importance. For this reason, one issue that the present work tries to address is to 
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develop a bio-inspired control approach for determining posture, contact points 

with the object and trajectory of the fingers of a robotic hand during the grasping 

action. Such as action can be decomposed in reaching (the hand approaches the 

object to be grasped), pre-shaping (fingers assume the configuration most suitable 

to ensure a stable grasp) and grasping (the object is actually grasped). 

In order to reduce the complexity of the control that ensures the stability of 

grasping, it appears convenient to find the optimal grasping configuration. During 

the pre-shaping phase, in fact, on the basis of the physical characteristics of the 

object to be grasped, such as shape and weight, the hand, while approaching the 

object, assumes the configuration most suitable for seizing. During this phase, the 

contact points between fingers and object allowing a stable grasp are also located, 

and the trajectory to be followed by fingers in order to grasp the object in the 

determined points is planned. Thus, pre-shaping plays a fundamental role in order 

to guarantee a stable grasp, and, for this reason, the control algorithm proposed in 

chapter 5 is focussed on pre-shaping and reaching phases by finding the optimal 

contact points by means a technique coming out studies on human. The control 

algorithm has been applied to a robotic hand with 20 DoF [248] as explained in 

chapter 5. The choice of the implementation of the control strategy on such as 

robotic hand was determined by the possibility to exploit the dexterous 

capabilities impossible to achieve with current prosthetic hands. Applications to 

prosthetic field is also envisaged. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Submovement-based control 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter presents a novel control approach for robot motion and interaction 

control that is inspired by neuroscientific studies on the intermittency nature of 

motor control in humans. Robot motion is generated by dynamic sequences of 

elementary motion units (called submovements) that, on-line modulated, can 

achieve accurate motion or else force regulation. A feasibility study on the 

predetermined static sequence of submovements and the dynamic sequence 

generator implementation are presented. The dynamic submovement sequence 

generation is grounded on the adaptive behaviour of four oscillators. Control 

performance in free space and in interaction with a purely elastic environment can 

be managed by dynamically changing features of motion units in the current
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 sequence. The theoretical formulation of the control strategy and the application 

to robot point-to-point motion in free and in constrained space are provided in 

simulated environment and by means trials on available robot. A comparative 

analysis with a traditional PD control is also carried out. The chapter is structured 

in six main sections. Section 3.1 focuses on the investigation of the human motor 

control presented in scientific literature and how it can be exploited for robot 

motion and interaction control; Section 3.2 presents the general control 

architecture; Section 3.3 provides a feasibility study on the proposed approach 

with submovements of predetermined features. Section 3.4 describes the 

implementation methods of the control approach able to generate dynamically 

submovements with features according to task requirements in free space and in 

interaction with the external environment. Finally Sect. 3.5 and 3.6 are focussed 

on validation of the method in simulated environment and by means trials on 

MIT-Manus robotic system respectively. 

 

 

3.1  Introduction to submovements theory  

 

The observation of biological systems can be regarded as an important source of 

inspiration for the development of new control schemes robust and adaptable 

enough to safely and efficiently interact with unstructured environments. In 

particular, there is a wide number of studies on human motor control [162]-[171] 

supporting the theory that reaching and pointing movements are the result of 

sequences of discrete motion units, called submovements, attributed to the 

intermittency of neural control in movement generation and sensory-motor 

coordination. They include observations of slow movements, eye saccades, 

cyclical movements, ballistic movements, movements of developing infants, 

movements requiring high accuracy, children and also post-stroke patients [169]. 
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Studies on motion kinematics in adults ([189]; [190]), children [197] and also 

stroke patients [196] show that continuous movements such as reaching of the 

upper limb can be regarded as composed of discrete units.  

Furthermore, the analysis of hand pointing movements in [168] provides evidence 

for two kinematic invariants in the Cartesian space, which are typically used to 

control robots operating in conditions of human-robot interaction, i.e. the hand 

trajectories are approximately straight segments, and the tangential hand velocity 

for different movements always appears to have a bell-shaped profile. This 

kinematic behaviour is attributed to an optimization criterium, consisting of 

minimizing end-point smoothness [170].  

 

Not-bell-shaped hand movement profiles could be actually seen as a composition 

of several bell-shaped velocity profiles occurring in sequence. The common 

assumption was that a primary, ballistic movement is produced to cover the major 

portion of the distance to the target. If the primary movement misses the target, 

secondary submovements are performed or after the end of the main movement 

(corrective submovements, [191]), or by overlapping the main movement 

(overlapping submovements – OSMs [192], [189], [193], [194], [171], [195], 

[185]). 

Velocity profiles of the main movement and those of both corrective and 

overlapping submovements were considered to share a common shape, differing 

only in amplitude (peak velocity) and duration as shown in Fig. 31. 
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Fig. 31: Example of complex movement represented as its velocity profile on a single axis. The 

overall movement (thick black line) can be expressed as the sum of underlying overlapping 
submovements (light lines) [165]. 

 

The motion units shape is debated but in different studies it was analytically 

selected in order to satisfy the minimum-jerk constraint [189], [194], [171] or 

determined empirically [193], [196]. 

 

From the above-mentioned studies, a common factor can be observed in the 

composition of submovements: they seem to be characterized by constant 

behaviors in terms of duration, frequency, and mutual overlapping [165], [171] 

and a properly optimized scaling of amplitude and number. Based on the 

experimental results in the literature, the hypothesis was formulated that the 

neural controller embedded in the brain works intermittently, sending short 

“bellshaped” velocity commands to each limb segment that are modulated in 

accordance with limb intrinsic inertia and muscle recruitment method. In 

particular, from human data reported in [171], it was observed that big and heavy 

limb segments with wide muscle recruitment method, such as the upper arm (from 

shoulder to wrist), seem to receive “long” (0.5 s) bell-shaped velocity commands, 

overlapped each other by 0.25 s. “Shorter” velocity commands were observed in 

the wrist [185] and, further, in the hand fingers motion [186]. 

As extensively discussed in [172], experimental data on humans (healthy and 

stroke patients) seem to be consistent with the hypothesis that the neural controller 
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embedded in the brain works intermittently, sending short “bell-shaped” velocity 

commands to each limb segment, which are modulated in accordance with limb 

intrinsic inertia and muscle recruitment method: the number of adjustments is 

reflected in the number of submovements that make up the action. Submovements 

seem to be characterized by constant behaviors in terms of duration, frequency, 

and mutual overlapping and by a properly optimized scaling of amplitude and 

number.  

 

Taking inspiration from the above mentioned study on humans, this work wants to 

investigate the feasibility of an interaction control for robots, able to modulate 

point-to-point motion accuracy as well as the applied force, by composing motion 

units and dynamically changing submovement features (in particular their number 

and amplitude). Several solutions can be found in the literature on the control of 

robot manipulators interacting with the working environment (see [173], [174], 

[175] for a survey). Furthermore, previous attempts of controlling robots by 

means of sequences of simple motion templates or else learning motor primitives 

can also be mentioned [176], [177][178]. In [177] the authors using the terms of 

motion template and motion primitive to indicate a set of simple action in which 

can be decomposed a complex action or activity. This approach was employed in 

the field of reinforcement learning. A similar approach can be found in [178] for 

controlling a humanoid robot. Similar ideas are exploited in [187] to convert 

dynamic movement primitives in motor planning and execution by means learning 

from demonstration. 

Further studies in [188] are focussed on motion primitive employment for 

handwrite modelling. In particular, the authors speculate that coupling of the low 

level primitive model, and the higher level timing model during inference can 

produce good reconstructions of handwriting, with shared primitives for all 

characters modelled, where a segment of movement in superposition is meant for 

primitive.  
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Chapter 3: Submovement-based control 

However, differently from them, this work relies on the definition of motion unit 

(i.e. submovement) introduced in neuroscience for humans and is grounded on the 

direct observation of human mechanisms involved in upper-limb motion 

generation [172] for composing them.  

 

The control approach presented here proposes that the trajectory planner is no 

longer a pure generator of trajectory; it is also in charge of tuning motion accuracy 

or else interaction force in lieu of a specific control law. In [180] we preliminarily 

presented this approach by resorting to pre-determined sequences of 

submovements, statically generated. In view of an application to unstructured 

environments and, mainly, to human-robot interaction, this work proposes a 

technique based on non linear systems (i.e. oscillators) for dynamically generating 

submovement sequences in accordance with task requirements, with the main 

expected advantage of increasing system adaptability. The use of non-linear 

dynamic systems, such as oscillators, is not new in the literature. For instance, 

oscillators or coupled oscillators are employed to model physical phenomena, 

such as spatial pattern formation with reaction diffusion systems, reaction 

diffusion (Turing) mechanisms, cardiac electro-physiology and fireflies 

synchronization. For a detailed review, see [181]. In robotics, oscillators and 

coupled oscillators are typically used for producing the oscillatory motion of 

swimming and walking [179], [182]. To our knowledge, no previous examples of 

use of oscillators for dynamic submovement generation can be found. 

 

 

3.2  Proposed approach  

 

An important and original point of this work is to try to answer to the question 

“Can submovement composition achieve robot motion and interaction control 

through occurrence and amplitude modulation?”. Assumed that this is plausible in 
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humans [195], a new paradigm of robot control was developed which exploits and 

emphasizes the role of composition of tunable sequences of submovements in 

generating very accurate or else very adaptable motion behavior. This entails a 

completely new paradigm of motion generation and control, that is introduced in 

the block scheme depicted in Fig. 32.  

 

 
Fig. 32: Block scheme of the bio-inspired control based on submovements composition. 

 

 
Fig. 33: Block scheme of a traditional control. 

 

When comparing this novel approach to the traditional control scheme presented 

in Fig. 33 the key points that need to be underlined are the following: 

 The standard trajectory planner in Fig. 33 typically aims at generating the 

whole trajectory of the end effector with a level of precision increasing 

with the level of structured environment and specificity of the task. In Fig. 

1 this module is replaced by a new trajectory planner (called sequence 
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generator) closed in the feedback loop, which online generates new 

sequences of submovements, opportunely scaled in amplitude and 

occurrence. The sensory feedback will contribute to submovements tuning 

in order to achieve accuracy or else compliance as required by the task 

context. 

 The low level control can always be realized by means of standard PD (i.e. 

proportional-derivative) control, without focusing on the development of 

complex control laws for achieving compliant or else very stiff robot 

behavior. This solution has two important implications as it always 

exploits robustness and stability of traditional PD torque control in the 

feedback loop and, on the other hand, it requires a unique tuning of the PD 

control gains. Fine motion tuning will be managed by the sequence 

generator module. 

To summarize, exploiting only proprioceptive and exteroceptive feedback the 

management of the motion accuracy in free space and interaction control with 

external environment is relied on trajectory planner by modulating on-line the 

generated sequence of submovements. The PD control has an stabilizing action 

only. 

 

Before to continue with the dynamic submovements generator implementation an 

important point to clarify is to understand if it is feasible the motion generation by 

using submovement theory. Section 3.3 tries to address this issue by means 

predetermined sequence of submovements highlighting the benefits of the novel 

approach with respect to the traditional approach. Section 3.4 describes in detail 

the dynamic submovements generator able to tune on-line the sequence of motion 

units in order to achieve accuracy or else compliant behaviour.  
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3.3  Feasibility study on predetermined sequence of 

submovements 

 

 

3.3.1  Static submovement composition 

 

By analogy with the human studies on unconstrained point-to-point movements 

[168], robot trajectory is planned with the objective of generating the smoothest 

motion to bring the end effector from the initial position to the final position in a 

given time. The resulting trajectory is named minimum-jerk trajectory; it is linear 

and described by the following parametric representation 

 

    if

if

i xx
xx

ts
xs(t)x 




)(
           (3.1)  

 

where x (0) = xi,   fif xxxx   and s(t) is the arc length. The origin of the end-

effector frame moves from xi to xf in a time tf . The arc length then goes from the 

value s = 0 at t =0 to the value s = sf (path length) at t = tf.  

The timing law along the path is described by the function s(t) and answers the 

optimization criterion of maximizing motion smoothness by minimizing jerk, i.e. 

the first time derivative of Cartesian acceleration. It is a fifth order polynomial 

function in time expressed as 

 

 s(t) = a5t
5 + a4t

4 + a3t
3 + a2t

2 + a1t + a0          (3.2)  

 

where t is the time instant and ai (i = 0 . . . 5) are the polynomial coefficients to be 

determined by using initial and final motion conditions. The resulting Cartesian 
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trajectory is a straight line between initial and final positions with a bell-shaped 

velocity profile given by 

 

           (3.3)    12
2

3
3

4
4

5 2345 atatatatats 

 

In the traditional control approach, end-effector trajectory is planned through a 

unique parametric function expressed by eqs. (3.1), (3.2) describing motion from 

initial point xi up to final point xf in a time interval tf.  

Taking inspiration from recent studies of neuroscience, the main assumption of 

the approach proposed in this work (Fig. 32) is that robot motion is not generated 

by a unique function; on the contrary, it comes out from the composition of 

several motion units (in the following named ‘submovements’), each described by 

eqs. (3.1), (3.2).  

Minimum-jerk submovements can be uniquely described by three parameters 

[165]: the amplitude of the peak Ai, the time at which the peak occurs ui, and the 

duration of the movement ωi. They allow writing the bell-shaped profile of each 

submovement as 
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  and 0 otherwise. The area under a minimum-jerk curve 

(3.4) is equal to ωiAi/1.875. Relation (3.4) comes out from eq. (3.2) for a given 

final arc length and null velocity and acceleration at the initial and final time 

instants. The complete point-to-point movement is generated by overlapping 

several submovements described by eq. (3.4) (3.4)), having different features in 
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terms of amplitude Ai, peak time ui and duration ωi. The resulting velocity profile 

is given by 

 

              (3.5)  



n

1i
iiii A,,u,tss 

 
where n is the total number of submovements, empirically defined. The main role 

of the sequence generator module in Fig. 32 is to generate sequences of 

submovements by defining total number of motion units and amplitude, peak time 

and duration of each of them in accordance with task requirements. 

It is assumed that submovements have duration ωi and mutual overlapping ovi 

constant (i.e. ωi = ω and ovi = ov for each i). Note also that, due to symmetry of 

each  with respect to the peak, mutual overlapping can be calculated as ov = ui - 

ui+1 + ω for i = 1 . . . n.  

is

 

Relying on the neuroscientific literature on the intermittent nature of motor 

outputs, as explained in Sect. 3.1, it is assumed that bell-shaped motion units are 

0.5 s long (i.e. ω = 0.5 s) and overlapped each other by 0.25 s (i.e. ov = 0.25 s). 

The global submovement frequency f is defined as the inverse of the distance 

between two consecutive peaks and is equal to 4 Hz in case of ω = 0.5 and ov = 

0.25 (Fig. 34). The total number of submovements N is given by N = f . tf - 1, 

being tf the total motion duration.  
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Fig. 34: Representative trajectory generated by three submovements (left); Submovement 

parameters (right) 
 

The immediate consequence of these data is that the sequence generator has to 

modulate just two of the four parameters characterizing motion, i.e. the number of 

motion units n and the amplitude of each unit Ai. A general rule to vary n and Ai 

with the total path length sf and duration tf can be extracted by eq. (3.3) applied to 

each temporal window lasting ω = 0.5 s and centered at ui = 0.25 s. This yields 
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being ovi the mutual overlapping between two contiguous submovements. 
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3.3.2  PD control  

 

The control block in Fig. 32 represents a standard torque controller in Cartesian 

space based on proportional and derivative actions. Consider the general form of 

robot dynamics, expressed as 

 

 B(q) q + C(q, ) + Fv q + FS(q, q ) + g(q) = τ - J(q)Th        (3.9)   q q  

 

where B(q) is robot inertia matrix, q, ,  are vectors of joint position, velocity 

and acceleration, respectively, C(q, q ) q  is the vector of centrifugal and Coriolis 

torques,  is the viscous friction, 

q



q



qFV   q,qSF  is the static friction, g(q) is the 

gravitational torque vector and τ is the torque vector acting on the robot joints. In 

case of interactions, JT(q)h is the torque contribution due to interaction force h 

exerted by the environment on the robot. 

The PD control in the Cartesian space is described by the following law 

 

      qgxKqJxKqJ D
T

P
T  ~~          (3.10) 

 

where xxx d ~  is the position error in the Cartesian space, xxx d  ~  is the 

velocity error, xd is the reference trajectory coming out from the trajectory 

planner, x is the actual end effector trajectory and g(q) is the estimate of the 

gravitational torques acting on the joints. Matrices KP and KD are the (m x m) 

stiffness and damping matrices, respectively, being m the dimension of the 

Cartesian space. 

In a traditional control approach, PD control in eq. (3.10) can achieve position or 

else compliance regulation by opportunely tuning robot stiffness and damping 

matrices with respect to the environment visco-elastic properties. In fact, it can be 
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demonstrated that, in the free space (h = 0) and provided a full rank Jacobian 

matrix, position error asymptotically converges to zero with a rate depending on 

KP . On the contrary, in the interaction with the environment (h   0) control law 

(3.10) serves as compliance control, being at the equilibrium 

 

 hKx P
1~              (3.11)  

 

for full rank Jacobian. The interaction with the external force h is regulated by 

means of the compliance matrix .  1
PK

The PD control in the Cartesian space was chosen for the control system in Fig. 

32 because (i) it is very simple and robust; (ii) it is applicable in the free space as 

well as in the interaction. Therefore, it allows demonstrating that a new control 

paradigm can be conceived where accurate control of motion as well as of 

interaction is obtained by means of opportunely varied sequences of motion units 

in lieu of either sophisticated position and interaction control laws, or re-tuning 

and smart regulation of control gains. Just one tuning of the PD control gains is 

required for the robot, that are kept constant during the submovement sequences. 

In other words, it is possible to reduce the position error, or else vary interaction 

force, by acting on the sequence of submovements instead of acting on PD gains 

such as in the traditional approach. This also guarantees that robot operating 

conditions are always far from motor saturation and instability, possibly caused by 

excessively high gains.  

 

 

3.3.3  Experimental tests and results 

 

Experimental tests were aimed at proving the feasibility to achieve motion control 

and interaction control by properly modulating sequences of submovements, once 
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PD control gains are defined. To this purpose, block scheme in Fig. 32 was 

implemented on the MIT-Manus robot manipulator available in our lab [209] and 

presented in section 2.1.1. It is a 2 degree-of-freedom manipulator, reproducing 

the planar motion of shoulder and elbow rotational joints of the upper limb in a 

workspace of 0.40 x 0.40 m.  

Two experimental sessions were carried out. The first one consisted of 

experimental trials of free motion in the plane and investigated the relationship 

between submovements properties and motion accuracy. Details are presented in 

Sect. 3.3.3.1. The latter consisted of experimental trials of impact against an 

obstacle and interaction with a purely elastic environment. It was aimed at 

analyzing the effect of sequences of submovements on force regulation. Details on 

the experimental setup and results are reported in Sect. 3.3.3.2. 

 

 

3.3.3.1  Motion control results 

 

For experimental trials of motion in the free space, the robot was commanded to 

move in eight different Cartesian directions from the initial position Pi = [0.0  

0.0]T m, with a radius of 0.14 m. Motion duration could be set to tf = 1 s, tf = 2 s 

or else tf = 3 s, with an adjustment time of 0.5 s. Further, the linear reference 

trajectory was planned both with the traditional approach based on the time law in 

eq. (3.2) and with the new approach based on the overlap of motion units 

expressed by eqs. (3.4) - (3.5). Control parameters for the PD control were set to 

KP = diag{750; 750} N/m and KD = diag{50; 50} Ns/m. Fig. 35 reports end-

effector trajectory, position error in norm and velocity profile for point-to-point 

movements lasting 1 s and generated by the traditional trajectory planner (3.2) 

with a single bell for 0.14 m linear path. 
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Fig. 35: End-effector trajectory, position error and velocity profile for a PD control in a traditional 
scheme; motion duration is 1 s and control gains are KP = diag{750; 750} N/m and KD = diag{50; 

50} Ns/m. 
 

In order to assess the effect of submovements properties on motion accuracy in 

the free space, sequences of motion units were generated for the same linear path. 

They differed each other for the amplitude of each submovement and the total 

number; submovement duration and overlap were fixed to 0.5 s and 0.25 s, as 

explained in the previous section. Submovement amplitude was chosen in order to 

guarantee that the total xy path was 0.14 m. Table I reports the mean value of 

Cartesian position error for different compositions of a fixed number of 

submovements in a sequence.  

 

 
TABLE I: mean position and peak error  for traditional control (1-2-3 s of motion duration), and 

different submovements configuration in free space 
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Fig. 36: End-effector trajectory, position error and velocity profile for a point-to-point motion 

generated by three submovements with A1 = 0.0803; A2 = 0.3; A3 = 0.15 m/s. 
 
 

 
Fig. 37: End-effector trajectory, position error and velocity profile for a point-to-point motion 

generated by three submovements with A1 = 0.15; A2 = 0.0803; A3 = 0.3 m/s. 
 

 
Fig. 38: End-effector mean and peak position error generated by increasing the number of 

submovements with KP = diag{500; 500} N/m. 
 

Moreover, Fig. 36 and Fig. 37 depict two representative situations of error time 

course in the case of two different compositions of three submovements with 

different order in the sequence, i.e. (A1 = 0.0803; A2 = 0.3; A3 = 0.15) m/s in Fig. 
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36 and (A1 = 0.15; A2 = 0.0803; A3 = 0.3) m/s in Fig. 37. The total duration of 

movement is tf = 1 s. The experimental results showed that submovements order 

in the sequence, symmetry with respect to the central submovement and total 

number of submovements affect motion accuracy. It can be observed that time 

position of peak error and mean value of the error change with the submovements 

order. Time position of peak error follows time position of the highest bell. Mean 

value of the error is smaller when the highest bell-shaped velocity is in the 

middle. It corresponds to describe a global velocity profile that is smoother and 

slower at the beginning and at the end of the motion (Fig. 36), thus avoiding jerky 

movements as in Fig. 37. Fig. 38 proves that sequences of submovements can be 

regarded as sequences of corrective actions able to continuously adjust and refine 

robot movement choosing the right sequence of submovements. It shows how the 

mean and peak position error in the operational space change with respect to the 

number of motor primitives for KP = diag{500; 500} N/m and KD = diag{50; 50} 

Ns/m. It is worth noticing that the error decreases with the increase of the number 

of submovements; the reason is that motion becomes slower and more accurate as 

an indirect effect of subsequent corrective actions. The error decreases notably 

with the increase of submovement number up to 3 mm for 11 submovements. 

 

 

3.3.3.2  Interaction control results 

 

For experimental trials of impact against an obstacle, an experimental setup 

involving the impact of the robot end effector against a wall was constructed. A 

vertical obstacle was located in the middle of the trajectory from Pi to Pf and robot 

kinematic and dynamic parameters were registered through position sensors at the 

joints and a load cell at the end effector. Fig. 39 and Fig. 40 report time evolution 

of end-effector trajectory, error, velocity and impact force for two representative 

cases of peak force modulation. 
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Control parameters for the PD control were kept constant to KP = diag{750; 750} 

N/m and KD = diag{50; 50} Ns/m, as for the motion in the free space. In Fig. 39 a 

peak force of   50 N is generated in the impact by a sequence of three 

submovements with amplitudes (A1 = 0.3; A2 = 0.15; A3 = 0.0803) m/s. On the 

other hand, changing the order (A1 = 0.3; A2 = 0.0803; A3 = 0.15) m/s, the peak 

force reduces to  40 N ( Fig. 40); the same value of peak force is obtained 

whenever a high bell is followed by the shortest bell (i.e. A2 = 0.0803), or else 

when the three bells have an increasing order. This entails that force peak is lower 

when impact occurs with minor velocity, that is during the time interval of the 

shortest bell. Furthermore, bells order in the sequence also affects impact time 

instant, as it implies a change of initial motion velocity. When the highest bell is 

at the beginning of the sequence (A1 = 0.3 m/s), impact time occurs before 0.5 s; 

on the other hand, when the shortest bell moves at the beginning (A1 = 0.0803 

m/s) impact instant time shifts around 0.7 s. Table II summarizes impact time 

instants and peak force values for different cases of trajectory planning. Peak 

force values for the traditional control are lower because of lower acceleration 

profiles. 
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Fig. 39: End-effector trajectory, position error velocity profile and impact force for impact 

experiments with three submovements having A1 = 0.3; A2 = 0.15; A3 = 0.08 m/s. 
 

 
Fig. 40: End-effector trajectory, position error velocity profile and impact force for impact 

experiments with three submovements having A1 = 0.3; A2 = 0.0803; A3 = 0.15 m/s. 
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Table II: Peak force values and peak force instant in impact experiments  

for traditional control and different submovements configuration 
 
Finally, the effect of the number of submovements on the level of force applied in 

the  interaction with an external environment was investigated. To this purpose, 

the robot was commanded to move from  TiP 0.00.0 m to m 

while an elastic force (with stiffness coefficient of 10 N/m) was applied at the end 

effector.  

 TfP 1.01.0

The experimental trials were carried out with (i) the traditional trajectory planner 

in eq. (3.2) and different values of KP matrices; (ii) with sequences of 

submovements as expressed in eqs. (3.4)–(3.5), by varying number n of motion 

units (see Tab. III). Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 draw time evolution of end-effector 

trajectory, error, velocity and interaction force in the case of fixed KP gains (i.e. 

KP = diag{750; 750} N/m) and two different values of number of motion units, n 

= 3 and n = 11. From Tab. III it can be observed that in the traditional approach 

force increases with proportional control gains as well as in the proposed novel 

approach force increases with the number n of submovements. Furthermore, for n 

= 11 approximately the same levels of interaction force produced by KP = 

diag{950; 950} N/m can be achieved. 
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Fig. 41: End-effector trajectory, position error velocity profile and force in interaction experiments 

with three submovements having same amplitude Ai = 0.177. 
 

 
Fig. 42: End-effector trajectory, position error velocity profile and force in interaction experiments 

with eleven submovements having same amplitude Ai = 0.05. 
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Table III: mean force and peak force values in interaction experiments 

for traditional control and different submovements configurations.  
 
The experimental results of the feasibility study showed that: (i) In motion 

control, positioning accuracy was related to submovements amplitude and 

number. In particular, amplitude increase caused a degradation of position error, 

whereas an increase of the number of motion units determined error improvement 

and, correspondingly, velocity reduction. Further, a dependence on motion units 

order and symmetry in a single sequence was also observed, thus demonstrating 

that a global smoother bell-shaped velocity profile improved performance; in 

positioning tasks. (ii) In interaction control, experimental results showed that peak 

force and occurrence of peak force could be regulated by properly ordering 

submovements in a sequence during the impact. Furthermore, the number of 

motion units notably affected the average level of exerted force. An increase of 

the interaction force with the number of submovements was observed, comparable 

to the increase generated by PD control with higher stiffness gains in the 

traditional approach. However, safety is guaranteed by the low motion velocity. 

Next section is aimed at addressing to the development of an automatic sequence 

generator module that dynamically modifies features of submovements sequences, 

based on sensory feedback, and is able to perform online trajectory generation 

and, also, interaction control. 
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Chapter 3: Submovement-based control 

3.4  Dynamic sequence generator based on oscillators 

 

 

3.4.1  Theoretical formulation 

 

The most delicate issue that a static composition cannot solve is how to determine 

the proper number of submovements and the value of Ai for each submovement in 

order to achieve a desired level of accuracy or force. To this purpose, the adoption 

of oscillators is proposed to dynamically generate sequences of elementary motion 

units. This work resorts to the same type of oscillators presented in [178]. 

However, differently from learning by imitation algorithms in [178], here 

oscillator dynamic behaviour is directly exploited to modulate submovement 

amplitude according to robot sensory feedback, without involving neural 

networks. The sequence generator based on oscillators has to be able to 

dynamically produce a linear point-to-point motion, with an overall bell-shaped 

velocity. Accordingly, the velocity profile and the arc length s are provided as 

output from the oscillators. 

The dynamic system used to implement the oscillator (retrieved by [178]) can be 

expressed by the following equations 
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rrr
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fzy

mzz





















          (3.12)  

 

where ym is a known goal state, αz, βz are time constants, τ is a temporal scaling 

factor, y, z, ϕ, r are the state variables and f is a non-linear contribution to be 

defined. For f = 0 and a suitable parameter settings, these equations lead to a 

globally stable linear dynamical system having ym as a unique attractor point.  
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Choosing f as follows 
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           (3.13)  

and 

 
     Trrv ]sincos[            (3.14)  

 
yields to a coupled system because of the coupling between v  and eqs. (3.12). 

Imposing in (3.13)    22,modexp ii ch    with  2,0ic , the non-

linear system described by eqs. (3.12) is able to generate a stable limit cycle. Fig. 

43 (left side) shows a typical trend of the state variables, obtained integrating the 

non-linear system with the fourth order Runge-Kutta method when ym = 1, α = 8s-

1, β = 2s-1, τ = 0.05, r0 = 1.5, k = 3, h1 = h2 = h3 = 0.5, c1 = 0.25, c2 = 0.5, c3 = 

0.75, ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = [0.3  0.3]T , μ = 2, with initial conditions ϕ(t = 0) = 3.4050, 

r0(t = 0) = 0.0995, z(t = 0) = 0.0211 and y(t = 0) = 0.9874. On the other hand, Fig. 

43 (right side) shows that, after a transient, a stable limit cycle is established.  

 

 
Fig. 43: Evolution of the state variables ϕ, r, z and y, on the left; Limit cycle  

in the projection (z, ) of the phase portrait, on the right. z
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It is worth noticing that ϕ has a linear time course and r(t) converges to r0; instead, 

an oscillation is established for variables y and z. The system response time 

mainly depends on τ and r0. Further, a change of τ implies a linear variation of the 

pseudo-period of y oscillation and, simultaneously, a non-linear variation of y 

oscillation amplitude. On the contrary, a change of τ and r0 entails a direct 

modification of period and amplitude of z oscillation, respectively. Hence, in 

order to handle the lowest number of parameters and regulate independently 

amplitude and period of the oscillation, z oscillation is preferred to y oscillation. 

Finally, in order to address the requirement on the bell shaped velocity profile, the 

absolute value of state variable z of four oscillators with equal parameters and 

appropriately dephased is taken into account. Consequently, relationship (3.5) 

becomes  

 

             (3.15)  



4

1i
izs

 

Integrating eq. (3.15) with a trapezoidal method, the arc length to insert in relation 

(3.1) describing a point-to-point parametric motion function can be obtained. In 

Fig. 44 an example of velocity profile and arc length planned with this novel 

approach based on four oscillators is drawn. The absolute value of each z hemi-

oscillation is regarded as a single submovement where: overlapping with the 

subsequent submovement depends on the initial conditions imposed to the 

oscillators; oscillation frequency (i.e. the number of submovements) and 

submovement amplitude depend on the values of τ and r0, respectively. In the 

representative Fig. 44 τ = 0.16 has been chosen for each oscillator and r0,1 = 0.15, 

r0,2 = r0,4 = 0.2, r0,3 = 0.25 where r0,i refers to r0 parameter of the oscillator i. The 

eqs. (3.12) form the core of the sequence generator shown in Fig. 32.  
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Fig. 44: Submovements generation using four oscillators. The black line represents the overall 
velocity profile composed of 5 submovements equals in amplitude. Each submovement has a 

duration of 0.5 s and overlapping of 0.375 s. 
 
As shown in Fig. 45, in order to satisfy the task requirements (i.e. xi, xf, motion 

accuracy and desired force Fd) and sensory feedback, the pattern modulator 

module (explained in Sect. 3.4.3) provides the r0,i value to each oscillator to 

regulate the oscillation amplitude. Composing z-oscillation of each oscillator by 

means of eq. (3.15) with time dephase of 0.125 s, the velocity profile  is 

generated. In order to produce the desired position xd, a numerical integration of 

the velocity profile is carried out at each sample time. 

s

The dynamic generation of sequences of submovements (pattern modulator 

module) resorts to a relationship, experimentally retrieved, between the oscillator 

parameters and robot performance in free space and constrained space. It is 

presented in details in Sect. 3.4.3. 
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Fig. 45: Block scheme of the submovement-based trajectory planner. 
 

 

3.4.2  Oscillator characterization  

 

In this section the characterization of the oscillator dynamic features to achieve 

position and force regulation of a robot manipulator is proposed.  

The main strength of the approach based on oscillators is its capability to keep 

motion continuity within the stability limits also in presence of perturbation. The 

perturbation of an oscillator basically generates a variation of the oscillation 

parameters, without compromising output continuity. For a detailed stability 

analysis of the proposed limit cycle see [183] and [184]. 

 

 
Fig. 46: Response of the oscillator to external perturbations on the left; Phase portrait  

of the response of the oscillator to external perturbations, on the right. 
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Fig. 47: On the left relationship between τ and oscillation period; on the right, 

relationship between r0 and oscillation amplitude. 
 
In Fig. 46 (left side) an example of response of variable z in eq. (3.12) is reported. 

When r changes, the oscillation dynamically adapts its behaviour by changing the 

amplitude. 

Note that, as shown in phase portrait of Fig. 46 (right side) the system hops from a 

limit cycle to another without discontinuity. Variable z and its oscillation are 

studied in order to extract the oscillator parameters, given a desired submovement 

amplitude A and its duration of 0.5 s. Fig. 47 (left side) shows that the period of 

oscillation linearly increases with τ, when the other parameters are kept constant; 

it can be observed that an oscillation with period 1 s, corresponding to a 

submovement duration of 0.5 s, can be obtained for τ = 0.16. Fig. 47 (right side) 

reports the linear relationship between r0 and the oscillation amplitude when 

oscillator parameters are kept constant and τ = 0.16.  

The corresponding analytical relation is reported below 

 
           (3.16)  01934.0521.20  Ar

 
Similarly, the retrieved relationship between the oscillation period P and τ 
parameter is 
 

 P = 6.389 τ - 0.01845           (3.17)  
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Inverting the eq. (3.17) can be found that τ = 0.16 is needed to obtain an 

oscillation period of 1 s and consequently submovements lasting 0.5 s. 

From relationship (3.16) is clear how an oscillation of desired amplitude can be 

set. In the Section 3.4.3 is clarified how the amplitude A of the submovement is 

chosen according too task requirements (i.e. motion accuracy and force level to 

achieve). 

 

 

3.4.3  Pattern modulator implementation 

 

As above mentioned the pattern modulator is aimed at provide to oscillators the 

desired amplitude according to task requirements. The pattern modulator module 

is grounded on experimentally retrieved relationships between oscillation 

amplitude and motion accuracy (or interaction force to achieve). 

This section is aimed at retrieving a dynamic relationship between submovement 

features and robot performance in motion and interaction control. To achieve this 

goal, an experimental relationship of submovement features with robot position 

error and applied force was investigated by means of several trials in free and 

constrained space. 

  

 

3.4.3.1 Experimental relation between submovements and motion accuracy 

 

Experimental tests on the MIT-Manus robotic system [209] available in our lab 

were carried out, in order to investigate the relationship between submovement 

properties and motion accuracy, with special focus on the variation of robot 

position error with submovement number and amplitude.  
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Note that (i) position error is calculated as the difference in norm between desired 

and current position in the Cartesian space; (ii) the procedure reported in 

following was applied 

to the eight main directions of the MIT-Manus planar workspace in Fig. 48; 

however, for brevity, it is explained only for one direction. The robot was 

commanded to move from the initial position Pi = [0.0  0.0]Tm to the final position 

Pf = [-0.1  0.1]Tm. Control parameters for the PD control were set to KP = 

diag{500; 500} N/m and KD = diag{20; 20} Ns/m. 

Sequences of motion units with pre-defined features were generated for the same 

linear path. They differed each other for the amplitude of each submovement and 

the total number; submovement duration and overlap were fixed to 0.5 s and 

0.375 s, as explained in the Sect. 3.3.1. System accuracy was evaluated for an 

increasing number of submovements, i.e. from one (as in a traditional planner) up 

to eleven. For each number of submovements five experimental trials were carried 

out. Mean and peak error in the Cartesian space were calculated for each group of 

trials. Fig. 49 reports the obtained experimental results of robot accuracy as a 

function of the number of submovements. Each point in the graph represents a 

trial in free space. It can be observed that robot accuracy improves with the 

number of submovements. The plateau obtained for a number of submovements 

greater than 5 is due to the maximum level accuracy achievable by the robot. 
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Fig. 48: Directions of the MIT-Manus workspace used for experimental trials in free space 

 

 
Fig. 49: Experimental data on robot accuracy vs. number of submovements. 

 
Through MATLAB curve fitting toolbox the following relation between Cartesian 

position error E and number of submovements N was obtained, with 95 percent 

confidence bounds and Pearson coefficient ρ2 = 0.9905. 

 
           (3.18)  0.6284  E105.487  N -2.13-5 
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where N is rounded to the greatest integer value, thus yielding an improvement of 

system performance. N represents the number of submovements with equal 

amplitude used by the static trajectory planner in order to perform the 

experimental sessions. Moreover, from the experimental session, the relation 

between number N and amplitude of submovements A resulted to be  

 

N
A

5303.0
             (3.19)  

herefore, from relations (3.18) and (3.19), it is possible to reconstruct the desired 

.4.3.2  Experimental relation between submovements and applied 

s for the accuracy, the relationship between submovement features and force 

constant to KP = diag{500; 500} 

 

T

amplitude of oscillation A, once the current cartesian position error E is obtained 

by the feedback loop shown in Fig. 32. 

 

 

3

force 

 

A

applied on the external environment was experimentally retrieved. To this 

purpose, experimental trials of impact against an obstacle were carried out with 

the MIT-Manus robotic system. A vertical obstacle was located in the middle of 

the trajectory from Pi = [0.0  0.0]T to Pf = [-0.1  0.1]Tm and robot positions and 

forces were registered through position sensors mounted at joints and a 

force/torque sensor mounted at the end effector.  

Control parameters for the PD control were kept 

N/m and KD = diag{20; 20} Ns/m, as for the motion in the free space. The 

technique employed to plan the trajectory was exactly the same used in section 

3.4.3.1, i.e. a static sequence of submovements, each lasting 0.5 s and overlapped 

of 0.375 s.  
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Fig. 50 shows the experimental relation between the peak force F applied in the 

impact and the number of submovements N. As expected, the peak force values 

decrease with the number of submovements, because the end-effector velocity at 

the impact instant decreases when the number of submovements increases. 

 

 
Fig. 50: Experimental data on peak force value vs. number of submovements. 

 
Fitting the experimental data yields 
 

 















 

















 


22

97.82

72.42
exp762.9

6.11

91.13
exp053.5

FF
N      (3.20)  

 
with 95 percent confidence bounds and Pearson coefficient ρ2 = 0.9933.  

 Thus, substituting eq. (3.20) in eq. (3.19) leads to a relationship between 

desired force and amplitude of the oscillation. Once defined a force level to 

achieve, eqs. (3.20) and (3.19) provide the inputs to (3.16) in order to set the 

amplitude of oscillation in the oscillator, as explained in subsection 3.4.2. 
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3.5  Validation in simulated environment 

 

In order to prove the validity of the proposed approach, a preliminary validation in 

a simulated environment was carried out. It was aimed at demonstrating the 

feasibility of achieving robot motion control or else force regulation by means of 

sequences of submovements dynamically generated by four oscillators, once 

oscillator parameters are defined.   

To this purpose, the block scheme in Fig. 32 was implemented in 

Matlab/Simulink and the fourth order Runge-Kutta method was chosen as solver. 

As mentioned above, the modelled robotic system was the MIT-Manus controlled 

by a PD control with gains KP = diag{500; 500} N/m and KD = diag{20; 20} 

Ns/m. The MIT-Manus was modelled adopting the Lagrangian formulation. The 

dynamic sequence generator was implemented through four oscillators. It 

produced submovements with duration 0.500 s and overlapping 0.375 s, 

corresponding to τ = 0.16 for a total number of 5 submovements. The number of 

planned submovements is a constrained parameter. In fact it depends on τ, the 

overlapping and the duration imposed for the overall movement (i.e. 1 s for the 

simulated trials). 

As regards control performance in the free space, simulation tests of point-to-

point movements were carried out along a radius of 0.14 m from initial position Pi 

= [0.0  0.0]T m in 1.0s, in eight different Cartesian directions rotated of 45 each 

other, shown in Fig. 48. 

A comparative analysis with a traditional minimum-jerk planner, based on a 

polynomial velocity function, was carried out on the same movements, with the 

same control gains (i.e. Fig. 51 and Fig. 52).  
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Fig. 51: Cartesian position error comparison for Pi = [0.0  0.0]T and Pf = [-0.1  0.0]Tm 

 

 
Fig. 52: Mean and peak position error comparison in eight directions. 

 
Note that at the end of the trial the error provided by submovements based control 

converges to zero faster than traditional control approach with the set control gain 

KP and KD (see Fig. 51). Fig. 51 shows the Cartesian position error obtained with 

the two planners in one direction, whereas Fig. 52 reports mean and peak position 

error in all the eight directions. The proposed approach based on the oscillators 

determined a position error meanly lower of 3 - 4 mm with respect to the 

traditional control approach. Fig. 53 shows the on-line modulation of 

submovement features for a representative reaching task from initial position Pi = 

[0.0   0.0]T m and final position Pf = [-0.1  0.1]T m in 1.0 s. It is worth noticing 

that the missing smoothness of the velocity profile in Fig. 53 is due to corrective 
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actions taken by sequence generator in order to achieve the task requirements in 

free space in terms of acuracy. A similar behaviour is shown in the studies on 

humans [165], [195] and [257].  

 

 
Fig. 53: Planned arch length and velocity profile provided by amplitude modulation of the 

submovements in free space. 
 

 
Table IV: Mean position error and peak error in case of traditional control for 1 s of motion 

duration and increasing KP values. 
 
It is also worth noticing that the accuracy improvement shown by the 

submovement-based approach is comparable to the improvement obtained in a 

traditional PD control, by increasing KP gains from 500 N/m to 750 N/m (see 

table IV).  

 

On the other hand, as regards control validation in the constrained space, robot 

interaction with an elastic environment with stiffness K = 1000 N/m was 
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simulated. The produced elastic force Fe is Fe = K(x - xe), being xe = [0.05  

0.05]Tm.  

The simulated interaction trials were aimed at validating the relationship force-r0 

found in Sect. 3.4.3.2. A point-to-point motion was planned from Pi = [0.0  0.0]T 

to Pf =[0.1  0.1]Tm in 1 s. In the first part of the movement (i.e. up to xe) the same 

r0 value was set for the 4 oscillators; at the beginning of the interaction with the 

elastic environment r0 value was modified by using the eqs. (3.16), (3.19), (3.20) 

according to force feedback, in order to achieve a desired force Fd = 20 N. When 

the measured force level Fe is Fd - 5   Fe   Fd + 5, with the threshold chosen as 

25 per cent of the desired force value, the r0 value was set to zero, thus producing 

a smooth decay of velocity.  
 

 
Fig. 54: Planned arc length and velocity profile dynamically generated to achieve desired force Fd. 
 

 
Fig. 55: Force level comparison between traditional minimum-jerk and submovement-based 

approach with control gains KP = diag{500; 500} N/m and KD = diag{20; 20} Ns/m. 
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Fig. 54 and Fig. 55 report, respectively, the arc length, velocity profile 

dynamically generated with the submovement-based planner and the force levels 

obtained with a traditional minimum-jerk planner and the dynamic submovement 

generator.  

As regards the planned arc length in Fig. 54 can be noticed that the force 

regulation is converted in a position regulation. In other words the non linear 

systems, that implement the four oscillators, plan an arc length approximatively of 

0.12 m, instead of 0.14 m in order to achieve the desired force level. Observe in 

Fig. 55 that the dynamic submovement generator converges to desired force Fd 

whereas the minimum-jerk control approach reach the force level coming out 

from the equilibrium between environment and robot stiffness. Furthermore, table 

V points out that, by keeping KP gain equal to 500 N/m , submovement 

modulation allows achieving the same level of force obtained in a traditional PD 

control with KP = 350 N/m. 

 

 
Table V: Force values for a traditional PD control for decreasing KP gains 

 

In order to evaluate the adaptability to achieve different force requirements, 

several interaction trials were carried out with different desired forces Fd to 

accomplish. In the same operating conditions above described in terms of trial 

direction, control gains and external environment to interact, the case of Fd equal 

to 25 N is highlighted in Fig. 56 by comparing the performance of traditional and 

submovement-based approaches.  
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Fig. 56: Force level comparison between traditional minimum-jerk and submovement-based 

approach with control gains KP = diag{500; 500} N/m and KD = diag{20; 20} Ns/m. The desired 
force is set to 25 N. 

 

It's worth noticing that the force convergence to the desired value is guaranteed by 

employing the submovement-based trajectory planner. On the other hand, the 

traditional approach is not able to on-line regulate the force applied on external 

environment. Additionally, taking into account Fig. 55 and Fig. 56, an adaptation 

to different desired force at robot end-effector can be noticed in the 

submovement-based planner performance. Therefore in view of applications to 

unstructured environment, the submovement-based planner shows a more 

adaptive behaviour than traditional approach.  

 

 

3.6  Experimental validation 

 

The proposed control approach was also validated by means of experimental trials 

in the free space with the MIT-Manus robot arm. A PD control with gains KP = 

diag{500; 500} N/m and KD = diag{20; 20} Ns/m was used as control law for the 
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robot. In the real systems, the dynamic sequence generator was implemented 

through four oscillators. 

The fourth order Runge-Kutta method was chosen as solver for the numerical 

integration of the non linear systems on the real robot at each sample time. The 

dynamic sequence generator was implemented in C programming language. The 

sequence generator produced submovements with 0.500 s of duration and 0.375 s 

of overlapping, τ = 0.16 and a total number of submovements equal to 5 for a trial 

lasting 1 s. 

The experimental tests consisted of point-to-point movements carried out in 1.0 s 

along a radius of 0.14 m, starting from the initial position Pi = [0.0  0:0]T m. The 

point-to-point movements were repeated five times in eight different Cartesian 

directions rotated of 45 each other as proposed in the previous section. Fig. 59 

shows the on-line modulation of submovement features for a representative 

reaching task from initial position Pi = [0.0  0.0]T m to final position Pf = [0.1  

0.1]T m in 1.0 s. A comparative analysis with a traditional minimum-jerk planner, 

based on a polynomial velocity function, was carried out on the same movements, 

with the same control gains. 

Fig. 57 shows the Cartesian position error obtained with the two planners in one 

direction (i.e. Pi = [0.0  0.0]T m and Pf = [0.1  0.1]T m), whereas Fig. 58 reports 

mean and peak position error in all the eight directions. Note that the error 

provided by submovement-based control converges to zero faster than traditional 

control with the set control gain KP and KD (Fig. 57). Moreover, the control based 

on the oscillators determined a position error meanly lower of 4 mm with respect 

to the traditional approach and more isotropic robot behavior in the entire 

workspace. It is also worth noticing that the accuracy improvement shown by the 

submovement-based approach is comparable to the improvement obtained in a 

traditional PD control, by increasing KP gains from 500 N/m to 700 N/m (see 

table VI) in the same direction, labelled as NE direction in Fig. 58. It is worth 

noticing that the missing smoothness of the velocity profile in Fig. 59 is due to 
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corrective actions taken by sequence generator in order to achieve the task 

requirements in free space in terms of acuracy. A similar behaviour is shown in 

the studies on humans [165], [195] and [257]. 

 

 
Fig. 57: Cartesian position error for a point-to-point motion from Pi = [0.0  0.0]T to Pf = [0.1  

0.1]Tm in 1 s. A comparison with a traditional minimum-jerk planner is shown. 
 
 

 
Fig. 58: Mean and peak cartesian position error comparison between traditional and submovement-

based planner in eight directions. 
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Fig. 59: Planned arch length and velocity profile provided by amplitude modulation of the 
submovements generated for trial in free space from Pi = [0.0  0.0]T to Pf = [0.1  0.1]Tm. 

 
 

 
Table VI: Mean position error and peak error in case of traditional control for 1 s of motion 

duration and increasing KP values with Pi = [0.0  0.0]T and Pf = [0.1  0.1]Tm 
 

 

3.7  Analysis of the submovement-based control performance 

 

This section is aimed at discussing pros and cons of the submovement-based 

control with respect to the traditional approach with reference to the simulated and 

experimental results presented in sections 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6. 

The novel control approach was firstly presented as sequence of submovements 

generated with predetermined features. The experimental results demonstrated 

that motion accuracy and force level could be regulated by keeping the control 

gains constant. The regulation action achieved by means of different sequences of 

submovements is comparable to that obtained by changing the control gains in the 

traditional PD approach. Indeed, in motion control, positioning accuracy depends 
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on submovements amplitude and number. In particular, motion accuracy can be 

improved with an increase of the number of motion units. In the interaction, 

experimental results showed that the force level could be regulated by properly 

ordering submovements in a sequence. In fact, the variation of the interaction 

force is related to the number of submovements, comparable to the increase 

generated by PD control with higher stiffness gains in the traditional approach.  

The previously mentioned considerations show the method potentiality, but the 

regulation action in terms of motion accuracy and applied force are obtained by 

means of offline submovement modulation. The real strength of the 

submovement-based control approach is obtained with the dynamic sequence 

generator implementation, in charge of on-line generating sequences of 

elementary motion units. Indeed, relying on four oscillators opportunely dephased 

and modulated in amplitude, the trajectory planner may on-line generate motion 

units changing features in accordance with task requirements.  

Therefore the main advantage of the submovement-based control approach with 

respect to the traditional control is the possibility to on-line modulate the robot 

behaviour (i.e. motion accuracy and applied force) during the motor task 

execution. This result cannot be achieved by adopting the traditional PD control 

approach. 

In order to meet the task requirements, the modulation of the desired motion was 

based on analytical functions experimentally identified on a 2-dof robot arm.  

The results of the sequence generator validation presented in sect. 3.5 and 3.6 

showed that in the free space the use of the dynamic sequence generator achieves 

position regulation with different accuracy as traditionally done with offline gains 

change in a tradition PD control. In addition, as well as accuracy improvement 

with respect to a traditional PD control with the same gains, the robot presents a 

more isotropic behaviour in all workspace directions even if the MIT-Manus 

mechanical structure is anisotropic. In the interaction control, the submovement-

based approach was able to achieve a force regulation action in real-time 
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comparable to the effect of offline control gain change in a traditional PD control. 

Additionally, the adaptability of the submovement-based control approach to 

different force level to on-line achieve has been shown in Sect. 3.5. These results 

cannot be achieved by employing a standard PD controller during the reaching 

task execution, but an offline tuning of the control gains is needed.  

 

On the other hand, the main drawback of the motion generation by exploiting the 

composition of motion units is the initial workspace characterization in free and 

interaction motion conditions carried out in order to retrieve the analytical 

relationships of the pattern modulator. However this laborious work has to be 

carried out once and is strongly dependent on the mechanical structure of the 

employed robot.  

Additionally, the robot behaviour during task different from the point-to-point 

motion has not been evaluated. For instance, a possible choice of task in motion 

control is the planning of a circular trajectory. As previously shown in section 3.6, 

a more isotropic robot behaviour is expected in case of submovements-based 

control with respect to traditional approach during the tracking of the circular 

trajectory. Indeed, considered the trials carried out on MIT-Manus system in free 

space, the dynamic sequence generator has shown comparable performance in all 

workspace directions, on the other hand the traditional PD control approach is 

dependent on the motion direction. Therefore, involving the circular path all 

workspace directions, it is legitimate to expect a uniform performance during the 

task execution with submovement-based control approach. As regards tasks 

execution different from point-to-point motion in interaction conditions, a 

dependence on task is expected. Take for example tasks as impact against an 

obstacle and continuous interaction with an elastic environment. In the first case 

the force level is dependent on the end effector velocity at impact time instant and 

this parameter can be easily handled by the sequence generator. The latter case is 

managed as explained in section 3.5. Basically the robot performance in 
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interaction conditions by employing the submovement-based control approach is 

task-dependent. This entails that a further characterization could be needed. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Current-based impedance control 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter presents an interaction control approach for a rehabilitation machine 

with unnegligible friction and low performance in impedance regulation. A 

current-based impedance control is developed in order to compensate for friction 

by means of inverse dynamics, and to enhance control performance in the 

interaction with the patient by means of force feedback, without growing system 

inertia as proposed in section 2.3. To this purpose, servo-amplifier motor currents 

are monitored to provide force feedback in the interaction, thus avoiding the need 

of force sensors mounted at the robot end effector. The control law has been 

applied to the CBM-Motus upper-limb rehabilitation machine by modelling robot 

kinematics and dynamics, whereas static and dynamic friction properties are
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 experimentally estimated. The current-based impedance control performance in 

free space and in interaction with external environment have been compared with 

impedance control without force feedback. 

 

 

4.1  Introduction and objective 

 

The design of a robotic machine for robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation develops in a 

highly collaborative research scenario where roboticists, neuroscientists and 

medical doctors contribute to define system specifications. The main reason is that 

the human subject (i.e. the patient exposed to the rehabilitation therapy) plays a 

key-role in the design in view of the tight and continuous physical human-robot 

coupling [198], [19], [199]. The robot helps the subject to carry out part of the 

task that she/he is not able anymore to perform autonomously, with a level of 

assistance that can be adapted to her/his residual abilities [121], [200]. 

Requirements such as accuracy, repeatability, pre-programmed movements and 

task specificity (typical of industrial or service robots [201], [202]) yield to 

priorities imposed by the close physical contact with the user, such as safety, 

reliability, robustness, adaptability, and back-driveability (i.e. low mechanical 

impedance). All these features depend on the robot mechanical and control design 

[203], [204], [205] and can be addressed by means of a mechatronic approach, 

where the optimal combination of mechanics and control is searched in order to 

answer requirements coming from the specific application context. 

As seen in section 2.1, several examples of robotic machines for rehabilitation can 

be found in the literature. The machines presented in section 2.1 can be also 

classified in two main groups, according to design approaches followed. 

The first one consists of adapting or re-configuring industrial robots for use in 

rehabilitation [48], [62], [49]. This approach has the consequent critical drawback 

that low impedance comparable to the human arm cannot practically be obtained, 
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being machines intrinsically position-controlled. Despite the use of active force 

feedback to enhance robot responsiveness, back-driveability required to move 

smoothly and rapidly in compliance with patients' actions [206] is not achieved. 

High inertia, anisotropy of dynamic properties and low acceleration capabilities 

are often the main responsible for that [207], [208].  

The second approach consists of designing robots specifically conceived for tight 

human-machine interaction and includes two main classes of systems [62]: 

- Class I machines. They resort to mechanical solutions able to intrinsically 

enhance system backdriveability, with the main purpose of making user 

perceive a very low mass, as for haptic interfaces [210], [76]. They have 

low mechanical inertia and friction, fine tuning of viscoelastic properties, 

and high cost [212], [213], [209], [74]. 

- Class II machines. They have a simple mechanical structure, no back-

driveability, unnegligible inertia, possible presence of friction and a low 

cost. Although presenting some limitations, Class II machines are very 

interesting for their applicability to remote rehabilitation (i.e. 

telerehabilitation)[211], justified by the low-cost and the simplicity of 

functioning mode. 

For both Class I and Class II systems, control design typically resorts to 

traditional approaches, e.g. stiff PID voltage control (i.e. a proportional-integral-

derivative action), compliance control and impedance control [160], [161]. By 

analogy with [201], [214], in this thesis the term compliance control is referred to 

interaction control based on a proportional-derivative action plus gravity 

compensation; on the other hand, impedance control refers to inverse dynamics 

interaction control. The three above mentioned types of control can ensure 

robustness and ease of implementation, especially in the case of PID and 

compliance control (which do not require estimating robot dynamics). 

Although rehabilitation robotic machines are a paradigmatic example of 

mechatronic system, quite surprisingly, highly nonlinear phenomena able to 
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strongly degrade robot performance, such as friction, are typically not accounted 

for in their design. 

Friction models proposed in the literature [222], [223] point out the complexity of 

the physical phenomenon and the variability of its features with temperature and 

different lubrication conditions. From here the difficulty in managing it and the 

tendency to neglect it. Main studies on friction compensation are in the fields of 

industrial and service robotics. Friction is experimentally identified and 

compensated by the control [224], [225], [226], and its variability in the robot 

workspace is faced with adaptive control laws [227], [228], [229]. The issue, 

however, still remain neglected in rehabilitation robotics. 

In this work, the case of rehabilitation robots with high friction and reduced 

capability of visco-elastic regulation is considered, and an interaction control able 

to cope with these two issues is proposed. Key points of the control system 

(named `current-based impedance control') are: 

 Compensating for friction and tuning robot compliance by means of an 

interaction control law based on inverse dynamics compensation; 

 Closing the control loop on measured electric currents, in lieu of 

traditionally used force sensors, in addition to position feedback. Current 

monitoring plays a fundamental role in fine tuning of robot impedance 

during interaction by providing an indirect force feedback in the control 

loop. 

Previous examples of robot control based on current monitoring or force 

sensorless approaches can be found in the literature. They resort to artificial neural 

networks [215] and neuro-fuzzy approaches [216], [217] for current 

characterization in structured environment, or else to observers for force/torque 

estimation [218], [219], and are typically applied to the industrial context, such as 

for indirect cutting force measurement [215], [216]. Only recently, an extension to 

force control of a mechanical finger for prosthetics has been published [220]. The 

use of servo-amplifier motor currents in the control loop in lieu of a force sensor 
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is unusual in rehabilitation robotics. Here, it is proposed because of the twofold 

benefit of avoiding an increase of mechanical inertia and wiring problems caused 

by a force sensor mounted at the robot end effector, and improving control 

performance with respect to traditional control based on sole position feedback. A 

servo-amplifier motor current characterization based on a linear regression 

analysis is proposed in this chapter and an application to impedance control is 

carried out.  

The CBM-Motus robotic machine has been used for validating the proposed 

approach [63]. It has been conceived for applications of tele-rehabilitation [221], 

thus aiming to be highly dependable, low cost and portable. The resulting machine 

is light, compact and robust to be moved to and mounted at the patient's site with 

no or small need for specialized skills. However, friction is unnegligible and 

makes difficult visco-elastic regulation in the interaction with the patient. This 

work originates from the study of this specific machine; however, the approach is 

conceived in order to be generalized to non-redundant rehabilitation robotic 

machines with electric actuation and to redundant robot with some precaution. 

CBM-Motus mechanical design, kinematics and dynamics are described in Sect. 

4.2. Section 4.3 concentrates on the experimental identification of robot static and 

dynamic friction; a parameter identification procedure based on a least-squares 

technique is used to estimate dynamic friction. Section 4.4 provides the theoretical 

formulation of current-based impedance control, while Sect. 4.5 reports data 

coming from the experimental validation. Finally, a comparison between control 

with and without friction compensation as well as with a traditional impedance 

control based on sole position feedback is also carried out in Sect. 4.5. 

 
 
4.2  CBM-Motus robotic machine 
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4.2.1  Mechanical Design  
 

The CBM-Motus is a planar robot for the neuro-rehabilitation of the upper limb 

with a workspace of 0.5 x 0.5 m. It has a Cartesian kinematic structure consisting 

of two modules, each corresponding to an actuated axis. As shown in Fig. 60(a) 

each module includes six pulleys with the same radius (R = 0.025 m) and two 

timing belts (9.4 mm wide, reinforced with a glass fiber cord). Two couples of 

pulleys (on the left in Fig. 60(a)) are mounted on the same shaft, while one pulley 

per module is directly driven by the motor with no reduction gearing interposed. 

Two belts for each module are mounted in such a way that the points along the 

segments AB and CD move vertically with the same speed.  

A grinded stainless steel bar is fixed to a couple of such points, e.g. P and P' in 

Fig. 60(a). The second module is connected to the robot frame with a rotation of 

90° with respect to the first module. The end-effector of the robot, i.e. the handle 

grasped by the patient, is connected to both bars, at their minimum distance 

points, through a couple of orthogonal prismatic joints, rigidly linked together to 

make a single compound joint, in the following referred to as double prismatic 

joint. Friction at each prismatic joint (still remaining unnegligible because of the 

sliding motion) is reduced by means of linear ball bushings.  

 

    
         (a)         (b) 
 

Fig. 60: (a) Schematic of a single kinematic module comprising 6 pulleys and 2 belts. P and P0 
move vertically with the same speed; (b) Overview of the two assembled kinematic modules. The 
rigid bars slide in a double prismatic joint and are connected to the driving belts. 
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Both ends of each bar are connected to driving belts, as shown in Fig. 60(b). The 

outer prismatic joints (P1, . . ., P4) correspond to the segments of the belts to which 

the two bars (1 and 2) are connected (see Fig. 61(a)). The two bars slide through 

the compound prismatic joint (A+B), to which the end-effector (E) is connected. 

This patented kinematic architecture [64] has the main feature of ensuring a good 

rigidity of the robot with relatively small moving masses, because the double 

prismatic joint assures that only tensile forces are transmitted to the belts. In order 

to balance vertical loads and axial forces caused by friction at prismatic joints, 

both ends of the bars are supported by a ball-bearing supported wheel running in a 

rail. 

 

  
   (a)           (b) 

 
Fig. 61: (a) CBM-Motus kinematic scheme; (b) rendering of the complete system with the 

reference frame. 
 

The two modules are directly driven by DC servomotors (Aerotech BM 250) with 

rated torque of 2 Nm and peak torque of 5 Nm. Being R = 0.025 m the radius of 

the pulleys, the rated force which the robot is able to exert is 80 N for each axis, 

with a peak force of 200 N. For safety purpose, the maximum exercisable force 

was limited via software to 50 N. The overall dimensions of the robot frame are 

0.83 x 0.82 x 0.11 m3. The total mass (frame and motors included) is less than 30 

kg. The overview of the system is shown in Fig. 62. 
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Fig. 62: Overview of the real robot. 

 

 

4.2.2  Robot kinematics and dynamics 

 

The CBM-Motus robot can be regarded as a Cartesian manipulator with two linear 

joints d1 and d2. Robot kinematics (Fig. 61 (a) and (b)) is very simple. The end-

effector Cartesian position and the Jacobian matrix can be expressed as: 

 

            (4.1)  
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The Lagrangian formulation can be used to derive the robot dynamic model. Thus, 

consider the following Lagrangian equations 
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          (4.2)  

 
where L = T - U is the difference between system kinetic energy T and potential 

energy U, qi = di, and ξi is the generalized force vector associated to qi. Note that, 
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due to the planar structure of the robot, gravitational energy is structurally 

compensated. Hence, L includes only kinetic energy T that is expressed as 
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           (4.3)  

 
In eq. (4.3) ml1 and ml2 (with ml1 = ml2 = 2.026 kg) indicate the translating 

masses, including bars, belts and handle; ωm1 =d1/R and ωm2 = d2/R are the motor 

angular velocities; Im1 = Im + 6 Ip and Im2 = Im1 are the moments of inertia due to 

the two motors (Im = 7.8 x 105 kg m2) and the six pulleys (Ip = 4.12 x 105 kg m2). 

CAD values and motor data sheet values were used for calculating the inertial 

terms in (4.3).  

By resolving eqs. (4.2) the following robot dynamic model is obtained 

 
     ,,  qqqCqqB              (4.4)  
 
being  qqFqF SV  ,  . In particular, τ is the joint torque vector,  is the 

viscous friction,  is the static friction, 
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            (4.5)  

 

is the inertia matrix (independent from robot configuration),    TqqqC 00,    is 

the vector of centrifugal and Coriolis torques. The obtained robot dynamic model 

thus demonstrates the homogeneity of robot dynamics, being the inertia matrix 

constant with the configuration. 
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4.3  Friction identification 

 

In [63] the model of the robot was developed and evaluated in simulation, thus 

neglecting friction. Here, the values of static friction forces were experimentally 

obtained. A set of experimental trials in the robot workspace were carried out in 

order to define the minimum value of electric currents needed to move the end 

effector. For each trial, the value of static friction force for each axis was 

extracted by means of the following relation 

 

 2,1 i
R

IK
F it

Si            (4.6)  

 
where Kt = 0.19 Nm A-1 is the motor torque-current constant, taken from the data 

sheet, R is the pulley radius and I is the current of the actuated motor. Using 

Student's t-distribution, the confidence interval of friction measurement can be 

expressed as  

 

 
N

t
F iN

Si

 1,                (4.7)  

 
where SiF  is the true mean of the static friction force, σ is the standard deviation 

and  is t-value for N = 10 trials and statistical significance α = 0.05. For the 

two linear joints, the following values were obtained 

1, Nt

 
    NFNF SS 32.043.224.002.2 21          (4.8)  

 
On the other hand, as regards viscous friction, a parameter identification 

procedure based on a least-squares technique was applied [214]. Note that all the 

other robot dynamic parameters were known, being extracted from the CAD 

model, and were used in the identification procedure to identify viscous friction 
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coefficients Fvi of diagonal matrix Fv in eq. (4.4). To this purpose, the linearity 

property of robot 

dynamic model with respects to dynamic parameters was used, as described in the 

following 

 
   qqqY ,,              (4.9)  
 
where π is the unknown parameters (p x  1) vector,   is the n x 1 vector of 

measured joint torques and  qqqY ,,  is the (n x p) regression matrix, considering 

that n indicates robot degrees of freedom (i.e. dof) and p the number of unknown 

dynamic parameters. 

For the CBM-Motus, vector  , matrix Y and vector π can be written as follows 
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Remembering that n is the number of robot dof and p the number of unknown 

dynamic parameters, and assuming that M represents the number of trials and N 

the number of time instants for each trial, eq. (4.9) becomes 
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          (4.11)  

 
being Y  a (nNM x p) matrix, and the convergence of the method is guaranteed for 

nN >> p [214]. In order to identify viscous friction coefficients, twenty trials were 

carried out in the workspace, each lasting 1 s with sample time of 10 ms. 
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The unknown vector π of viscous friction coefficients was obtained by inverting 

eq. (4.11) by means of left pseudo-inverse matrix of Y , as follows 

 

    TT YYY
1

 ,           (4.12)  
 
 
thus yielding the following values (expressed in Ns/m) 
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As expected, dry friction was unnegligible being the value of static friction around 

4 - 5% of the maximum force value that the robot can generate (50 N); it requires 

0.25 A along x and 0.30 A along y to be won, that is about 60% of average current 

values in normal operating conditions during a point to point motion in free space 

lasted 2 s (current mean value is 0.42 A along x and 0.47 A along y). On the other 

hand, viscous friction reaches 2.1% and 2.7% of the maximum force value along x 

and y axis, respectively, in normal operating conditions of 0.3 m/s in 

unconstrained motion. 

The procedure was automatized in order to account for the dependence of the 

friction parameters on environmental conditions. Thus, friction parameters are 

evaluated every time the machine is turned on.  

However friction parameters might depend on the force applied to the end effector 

and, more in general, on the robot configuration. In order to address this issue by 

avoiding calculating friction values for each configuration, the identification 

procedure was carried out in the worst region of the robot workspace, i.e. where 

friction is the highest, and the obtained values were used in the control scheme for 

friction compensation. However the terms retrieved by friction identification 

procedure are mean values in the considered robot workspace, an experimental 

relationship between force applied to the end effector and friction parameters has 
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not been identified. The effect of such a choice on robot control are shown in the 

experimental section. 

 

 

4.4  Theoretical formulation of current-based impedance control 

 

In the literature, common approaches to rehabilitation robot control are 

compliance control (i.e. a PD control action plus gravity compensation) [55], [74], 

that is purely based on position feedback, or impedance control (i.e. inverse 

dynamics control) [230], [49] that is based on position feedback with (optionally) 

force feedback. The use of force feedback simplifies control action and improves 

its performance in the interaction. For the CBM-Motus the approach based on 

impedance control was chosen. However, in order to keep inertia low and solve 

wiring issues, the use of a force sensor mounted at the end effector was avoided.  

Thus, two formulations of impedance control were developed and compared. 

They are: 

 Impedance control purely based on position feedback: incremental 

encoders mounted on the motor shafts are used to read joint positions and 

indirectly regulate interaction force. 

 Impedance control based on servo-amplifier current feedback (namely 

`current-based impedance control'): measure of servo-amplifier electric 

current is used as an indirect measure of interaction force and fed back in 

addition to position readings from the encoders. The approach is 

particularly interesting as (i) it ensures high performance similarly to 

impedance control with force feedback; (ii) it does not require force 

sensors and solves problems related to the increase of the apparent inertia 

perceived by a human user (due to force sensor mass), wiring issues and 

costs of the sensors. It is general and can be applied to rehabilitation 
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robotic machine with electric actuation, where inertia and acceleration are 

typically low. 

The choice of impedance control in lieu of compliance control is motivated by the 

need of compensating for dry and viscous friction, that resulted unnegligible from 

the identification procedure of robot dynamic parameters (eqs. (4.8), (4.13)) and 

from experimental tests on the robot (see the experimental section 4.5). 

Compliance control cannot solve motion problems due to friction, being 

independent on robot dynamics (except for gravity). 

The two formulations of impedance control are reported in the following. Both of 

them refer to the general form of robot dynamics in the interaction with the 

patient, expressed as 

 

 B(q) + C(q, q ) q + Fv + FS(q, ) + g(q) = τ - J(q)Th      (4.14)  q   q q

 

where JT(q)h is the torque contribution due to interaction force h exerted by the 

patient on the robot and g(q) is the vector of gravitational torques. For impedance 

control with purely position feedback, the control law can be written as 

 

 τ = B(q) q + C(q, ) q + Fv + FS(q, q ) + g(q)        (4.15)   q  q 

 

Substituting (4.15) in (4.14) leads to 

 

 q  = y - B-1(q) JT(q) h           (4.16)  

 

that reveals the existence of a non-linear coupling term B-1(q)JT(q)h due to contact 

forces, which makes the relation between  and y dependent on robot joint 

configuration q.  

q

Choosing for acceleration y the following expression 
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 )),(~~()( 11 qqqJMxKxKxMMqJy dPDddd          (4.17)  

 

where J is the Jacobian matrix, xxx d ~  and xxx d  ~  are position and 

velocity errors, respectively, between the planned trajectory xd and the actual 

trajectory x, yields  

 

    hqJqBqJMxKxKxM T
dPDdd )(~~ 1         (4.18)  

 

The robot behaves as a generalized mechanical impedance regulated through mass 

matrix Md, stiffness matrix KP and damping matrix KD. The impedance control 

with purely position feedback does neither decouple nor linearize robot dynamics, 

because of the absence of a force sensor at the end effector; however the desired 

mechanical behaviour is still ensured. At equilibrium the elastic term continues 

balancing the exerted force even if indirectly.  

Note that in the special case of CBM-Motus, inertia and Jacobian matrices are 

independent on robot configuration and diagonal. This entails that, in this specific 

case, impedance control with purely position feedback can decouple and linearize 

robot dynamics; however, the balance with the external force is still indirect. 

On the other hand, in the case of current-based impedance control, eqs. (4.15) - 

(4.18) modify as follows. 

Control law is defined as 

 

    IhqJqgFqFyqB T
SV )()(           (4.19)  

 

where h(I) is the interaction force extracted from sensed current I. The addition of 

JT(q)h(I) allows decoupling and linearize robot dynamics, thus yielding 
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              (4.20)  yq 

 

Finally, adaptation with respect to interaction force is obtained by means of y, that 

is defined as 

 

   IhqqJMxKxKxMMqJy AdPDdddA   ),(~~)( 11        (4.21)  

 

and includes again the interaction force calculated from the electric current. In the 

interaction with the patient, the robot behaves as a mass-damper-spring 

mechanical system described by the following relation 

 

  IhxKxKxM PDd  ~~~            (4.22)  

 

Current-based impedance control can decouple and linearize robot dynamics, also 

in absence of a force sensor at the end effector; consequently, patient-robot 

interaction can be regarded as the parallel of two mechanical impedances (one is 

human, the latter is robot) and at the equilibrium robot elastic term directly 

balances force exerted by patient. The current based impedance controller is 

summarized in Fig. 63. 

 

 
Fig. 63: block scheme of the current based impedance control with n(q, q )=C(q, ) 

+Fv +FS(q, q ) +g(q) 

 q

q q 
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4.5  Experimental validation of current-based impedance control 

 

 

4.5.1  Identification of CBM-Motus force/current relation 

 

The idea behind current-based impedance control is to measure interaction force 

by means of current monitoring in place of direct force monitoring. This entails 

the need of identifying a relation between electric current and interaction force in 

the whole robot workspace, by distinguishing current values during free motion 

(i.e. without interaction) from current values in constrained motion (i.e. during 

interaction).  

The experimental trials of force/current characterization rely on the following 

assumption: current variation from its typical value in free motion is due to a force 

applied to the end effector and is an indirect measure of it. Hence, force/current 

characterization consists of two basic steps: (i) synchronized acquisition of forces 

and currents in free motion and constrained motion; (ii) correlation analysis of 

registered current and force data.  

The experimental setup consisted of two different data acquisition systems, 

opportunely synchronized. They were dedicated to measure forces and currents, 

respectively. The force acquisition system was made up of a six-axis JR3 

20E12A-I25 100N5 force/torque sensor with a full scale of 100.00 N, a resolution 

of 0.01 N and a mass of 0.30 kg. It was mounted on the double prismatic joint of 

CBM-Motus handle and was connected to a National Instruments Data 

Acquisition card (NI USB 6009). NI LabVIEW SignalExpress R and MATLAB 

software packages were used for data acquisition and processing. A low-pass first 

order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency of 30 Hz was used for filtering 

force data, acquired by NI analog to digital converter with a sampling frequency 

of 1 kHz.  
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On the other hand, current values were acquired by means of the CBM-Motus 

Digital Servo Amplifiers (Ndrive CP20), with a servo loop update rate of 8 kHz. 

Robot control was programmed in C language with a sample time of 10 ms and 

communication with Ndrive CP20 via FireWire connection.  

Synchronization between the two acquisition systems was obtained by connecting 

via USB the analog output of the Ndrive servo amplifier to the National 

Instruments DAQ card, thus generating an acquisition trigger signal. An overview 

of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 64.  

 

The robot was programmed to perform 500 point-to-point movements along 

different directions of the workspace, as shown in Fig. 65(a), in conditions of free 

motion and constrained motion. In case of constrained motion, the robot was 

required to perform a point-to-point motion with a known mass applied to the end 

effector, by means of a pulley-string system shown in Fig. 65(b). Four different 

experimental conditions were analyzed, corresponding to four different values of 

applied mass (0.2 kg, 0.4 kg, 1.0 kg, 2.0 kg), in addition to the case of null mass. 

 

 
Fig. 64: Experimental setup for force and current recordings. 
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   (a)     (b) 
 

Fig. 65: (a) Motion directions of the CBM-Motus workspace used for the linear regression 
analysis; (b) Pulley-string system for force/current characterization. 

 
Because of the unnegligible and anisotropic friction distribution in the robot 

workspace, four separate linear regression analyses were required for directions 

towards positive and negative x and y axes (i.e. x+, y+, x-, y-). Each experimental 

point represents the mean value of a set of 10 trials for each mass value; x and y 

axes are referred to joint 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

Results of the four linear regression analyses are reported in Fig. 66. 
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Fig. 66: Regression functions for motion directions towards positive and negative x and y axes. R 

is the Pearson correlation coefficient for each linear function. 
 

The analytical expressions of the four linear regression functions for each robot 

configuration are the following: 

 

 
   
    ;29.597.9;58.494.10

;73.442.10;73.384.9









qIhqIh

qIhqIh

yy

xx
     (4.23)  

 

where forces are expressed in newton and currents in ampere. It is worth noticing 

that they are valid when motion occurs along both axes and the other dynamic 

terms are compensated. Solving eqs. (4.23) with respect to current in absence of 

interaction force ( 0  yx
hh ) provides current mean values in the free space 

for each direction. 

On the other hand, when only one axis is commanded to move while the other one 

is commanded to maintain actual position, force/current relation for the unmoved 

axis changes as follows 

 

    ;46.10;13.10 qIhqIh
yx

        (4.24)  
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For it, current in the free space is null, whereas for the moved axis, relations 

(4.23) are still valid. 

 

 

4.5.2  Experimental results 

 

The experimental session was aimed at proving the efficacy of friction 

compensation and servo-amplifier current monitoring on the improvement of 

control performance. To this purpose, firstly, experimental trials in the free space 

were carried out with and without friction compensation. Robot was commanded 

to track a minimum-jerk trajectory, i.e. a quintic polynomial function from (0; 0) 

to (0.10; 0.10) m; an inverse dynamics control given by (4.15) - (4.17) in absence 

of interaction was used in the two cases of friction compensation and non-

compensation. Consider that the two control laws expressed by eqs. (4.15) - (4.17) 

and (4.19) - (4.21) are equivalent in free motion, i.e. in absence of interaction. 

Fig. 67 and Fig. 68 show desired and actual end-effector trajectories, position 

error in norm, recorded electric currents and interaction force when the robot is 

moving in the free space in the cases of friction compensation and non-

compensation, respectively. As expected by comparing Fig. 67 and Fig. 68, the 

values of static and dynamic friction identified with the procedure in Sect. 4.3 can 

notably reduce the position error from a mean value of 0.0145 m to a mean value 

of 0.0017 m, which is comparable with other robotic machines for upper-limb 

rehabilitation such as the MIT-Manus [55]. 
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Fig. 67: Experimental results for motion tracking with friction compensation: desired and actual 
end-effector trajectories (top left), position error in norm (top right), recorded electric currents 

(bottom left), force values (bottom right). Control gains are KP = diag{100; 100} and KD = 
diag{10; 10}. 

 

 
Fig. 68: Experimental results for motion tracking without friction compensation: desired and 
actual end-effector trajectories (top left), position error in norm (top right), recorded electric 
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currents (bottom left), force values extracted from currents (bottom right). Control gains are KP = 
diag{100; 100} and KD = diag{10; 10}. 

 

Secondly, force/current relations in eqs. (4.23) were used to implement and test 

current-based impedance control in (4.19) - (4.21). The experimental session was 

aimed at validating the control approach and measuring its performance with 

respect to impedance control purely based on position feedback, expressed by eqs. 

(4.15) - (4.17). In both cases, friction was compensated in addition to robot 

inertia. 

 
Fig. 69: Sketch of the interaction trials with an external force applied at the end-effector  and the 

compared control laws. 
 
Fig. 69 shows a schematic representation of the experimental trials in the 

constrained space and the compared control schemes. One kg load was applied to 

the robot end-effector by means a pulley-string system and system performance 

has been compared by employing both implemented control laws (i.e. current-

based impedance control and impedance control purely based on position 

feedback). 

For constrained tasks, the same trajectory as for the free motion was planned 

while a weight was applied to the end effector. Different mass values were tested 
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with the two control laws by varying control gains and measuring the 

corresponding end-effector position and motor currents.  

Figures Fig. 70 - Fig. 73 report desired and actual end-effector trajectories, 

position error in norm and recorded electric currents for the two control laws, 

when a weight of 1 kg is applied and two different sets of control gains are chosen 

(i.e. KP = diag{40; 40}, KD = diag{4; 4} and KP = diag{100; 100}, KD = diag{10; 

10}). Control gains were empirically chosen in order to set two different levels of 

robot compliance within system stability limits. Also, force values extracted by 

the electric currents are shown in Fig. 70 - Fig. 73 (bottom right). It can be noticed 

that the computed force value is constant as long as the robot end effector holds 

the position imposed by the applied weight.  

 

A threshold check is made on the electric current, so that when during interaction 

it goes below 0.57 A for x axis and 0.62 A for y axis (as an effect of the torque 

control command), interaction force is maintained constant with the position. 

When current is beyond the threshold, force values vary according to relations 

(4.23). The threshold values correspond to the maximum current values for each 

axis in free space motion. 

 

Figures Fig. 70 - Fig. 73 show that, in order to get the same compliant behaviour 

with the two control laws (about h = 20 N), it is necessary to set different gains: 

KP = diag{40; 40} for impedance control purely based on position feedback (Fig. 

71) and KP = diag{100; 100} for current-based impedance control (Fig. 72). 
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Fig. 70: Experimental results for the current-based impedance control during a constrained task 
with 1 kg applied at the end effector: desired and actual end-effector trajectories (top left), position 
error in norm (top right), recorded electric currents (bottom left), force values extracted from 
currents (bottom right). Control gains are KP = diag{40; 40} and KD = diag{4; 4}. 
 

 
Fig. 71: Experimental results for the impedance control purely based on position feedback during a 
constrained task with 1 kg applied at the end effector: desired and actual end-effector trajectories 
(top left), position error in norm (top right), recorded electric currents (bottom left), force values 
extracted from currents (bottom right). Control gains are KP = diag{40; 40} and KD = diag{4; 4}. 
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Fig. 72: Experimental results for the current-based impedance control during a constrained task 
with 1 kg applied at the end effector: desired and actual end-effector trajectories (top left), position 
error in norm (top right), recorded electric currents (bottom left), force values extracted from 
currents (bottom right). Control gains are KP = diag{100; 100} and KD = diag{10; 10}. 
 

 
Fig. 73: Experimental results for the impedance control purely based on position feedback during a 
constrained task with 1 kg applied at the end effector: desired and actual end-effector trajectories 
(top left), position error in norm (top right), recorded electric currents (bottom left), force values 
extracted from currents (bottom right). Control gains are KP = diag{100; 100} and KD = diag{10; 
10}. 
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The drawback is that, in absence of constraint, accuracy is much reduced when a 

current feedback is not provided. Therefore, with the same gain values, current-

based impedance control always outperforms impedance control based only on 

position feedback, thanks to indirect force feedback provided by electric current. 

In particular, for current-based impedance control it is possible to optimize robot 

behaviour in free as well as in constrained space through the same set of control 

gains KP = diag{100; 100}, thus ensuring a high level of adaptability to the 

external constraint (h = 21.41 N) and, at the same time, a good level of accuracy 

in free motion (0.004 m is the maximum value of cartesian position error). 

Further, it is possible to make the system selective with respect to motion 

direction thanks to control linearization and decoupling action. On the other hand, 

impedance control purely based on position feedback needs of lower gains KP = 

diag{40; 40} in order to achieve the same value of interaction force with an 

unavoidable increase of position error in free space (0.018 m is the maximum 

value). 

It is worth noticing that extracting force values by servo-amplifier current 

measures could cause a slight reduction of system reactivity; the reason is that 

interaction force is perceived when a significant change in current level is 

induced. This means that perception of the interaction force can be delayed of one 

sample time at maximum, corresponding to 10 ms in the performed experiments. 

However, as experimentally verified in our tests, this is not critical in applications 

of robot-aided rehabilitation where motion velocity is very low (under 0.2 - 0.4 

m/s). 

Finally, software safety measures have been taken in order to minimize the risk of 

injury to subjects during the experimental trials, potentially caused by an 

electrically actuated machine capable of independent motion. Specifically, the 

software continuously monitors torques, velocities, and displacements and 

disables the system in case preestablished limits are exceeded. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reach-and-Grasp Optimization 
Algorithm Inspired to Human Arm-Hand 
Control 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Biologically inspired robotic systems can find an important application area in 

biomedical robotics, where studying and replicating human behavior can provide 

new insights into motor recovery, functional substitution and human-robot 

interaction. This chapter focuses on bio-inspired grasping strategies for an 

anthropomorphic robotic hand. From the study of the human hand anatomy and 

the observation of its behaviour during grasping, new knowledge on the hand 

kinematics is extracted and an algorithm for robotic hand grasping is proposed. In 

order to reduce the complexity of the control algorithm and ensure grasp stability, 
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the optimal hand grasp posture is searched. The proposed algorithm is based on 

the minimization of an objective function expressed by the sum of the distances of 

the hand joints from the object surface for diagonal volar grasping. Algorithm 

effectiveness has preliminarily been tested by means of simulation trials. Finally, 

experimental trials on a real arm-hand robotic system have been carried out in 

order to validate the approach and measure algorithm performance.  

The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 5.2 the algorithm for determining 

the optimal grasp configuration is presented; in Section 5.3, the experimental 

setup is described, while the experimental results are reported in Section 5.4. 

Finally, the algorithm extension to transverse volar grasp is proposed in Section 

5.5 in comparison with studies on humans using the same grasp typology. 

 

 

5.1  Introduction 

 

The ability to perform grasping task is of paramount importance in most industrial 

applications, as well as in biomedical applications, such as rehabilitation and 

prosthetics. The difficulty of realizing natural, reliable and optimal grasp has 

prompted researchers to explore different methods for solving the problem. 

Studying and replicating human grasping strategies is one of the feasible 

approaches, which is pursued in this chapter.  

Studies on human grasping show that the task can be decomposed into three main 

phases: reaching, pre-shaping and grasping. During reaching, the hand approaches 

the object to be grasped. The most appropriate finger configuration to ensure a 

stable grasp is defined during pre-shaping. Thus, the full-blown grasp follows. In 

[231], three factors that mainly affect the grasping action were identified: object, 

hand and task. The object physical characteristics, like shape and weight, affect 

the hand configuration since the pre-shaping phase [232]. As said before, during 

preshaping, the hand starts assuming the configuration that best fits the object 
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characteristics and the task to be performed. Thus, finger placement can be 

considered as a function of the object shape. In [233], studies on human beings 

proved that hand shaping was affected by the end-goal, in addition to object 

geometry. Different grasping taxonomies, developed on the basis of the object 

characteristics and of the task, were reported in the literature [234]-[236]. 

According to the task, two principal classes of grasps could be distinguished: 

power grasp, which involves the whole hand, and precision grasp, where only 

fingers are involved. In particular, two types of power grasp were deeply analyzed 

in [237]: transverse volar grasp, where the thumb is abducted, and diagonal grasp, 

where the thumb is adducted lying along the longest axis of the object surface. 

 In this chapter, the attention is focused on power grasp of cylindrical 

objects. In particular, an algorithm is proposed for determining the optimal hand 

configuration that fits object characteristics and ensures a stable grasp. The 

approach draws inspiration from studies on human behaviour, is reformulated for 

a robotic hand and is experimentally tested on robotic arm-hand system during 

reach-and-grasp tasks of cylindrical objects. 

 Many approaches can be found in the literature to the purpose of searching 

an optimization criterion for selecting the optimal grasp configuration for a given 

object. 

In [238] a review was proposed of various techniques for identifying the optimal 

grasp within the space of “feasible grasps”, given a set of task constraints, like 

object shape, type of task, hand degrees of mobility, maximum force to be 

applied, etc. The main difficulty of this approach is the choice of the parameters to 

be used as constraints and to be included in the objective function [239],[240].  

A different approach consists of determining the hand-object contact points that 

guarantee a firm grip. The problem of contact point identification was often 

solved by replicating the human behavior in a master-slave configuration. 

Usually, the human hand wore a sensorized glove which allowed continuously 

monitoring the hand joint position. The acquired data, in addition to object 
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characteristics could be used to train a neural network (NN). After training, a 

neural system able to provide joint positions and forces that a robotic hand should 

apply for a stable grasp was obtained [241].  

Contact points can also be determined by means of grasp quality measures, which 

are used to evaluate grasp performance. In [242] two groups of grasp quality 

measurements were considered: the first one took into account the object 

properties and was linked to the position of the contact points; the second one was 

associated with the hand configuration, e.g. in terms of finger joint position. The 

authors proposed a method for satisfying both grasp quality measurements, by 

firstly finding the best contact points between the robotic hand and the object and, 

secondly, taking into account the hand configuration or the limitations on the joint 

position. In [243], after heuristically generating a set of feasible grasp candidates, 

grasp quality measures, computed with an ad hoc method, are used to choose the 

best grasp. 

 Finally, methods for finding an optimal grasp configuration based on 

grasping force determination can be mentioned. They rely on the concepts of 

wrench matrix and friction cone [244][245], which are the basis for the 

determination of the optimal grasp forces in order to guarantee a stable grasp. 

 The method proposed in this chapter resorts to recent findings on human 

optimal grasp for a cylindrical object [246], by assuming that object shape and 

size are known. The main target is to replicate human ability to realize grasps with 

extreme precision, by choosing in a complex repertoire of manual grips. 

Differently from other approaches in the literature, the proposed method is not 

based on the grasping force determination. It consists of an optimization algorithm 

able to provide hand position, after reaching, and finger joint configuration, after 

preshaping, in order to achieve a stable grasp. The algorithm is then tested on an 

arm-hand robotic platform described in Section 5.3, consisting of the MIT–Manus 

robotic arm [247] and the DLR-HIT-Hand II [248]. 
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5.2  Algorithm for the optimal grasp configuration 

 

In this section, an approach for determining a human-like hand grasp 

configuration is developed by resorting to findings on human behavior in [246] 

and re-adapting them to an arm-hand robotic system. In [246] it is shown that the 

optimal configuration for grasping a cylindrical object is the one that minimizes 

the sum of the distances between the hand joints and the object surface. Based on 

that, the position of the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint (Fig. 74) that guarantees a 

stable grasp configuration is obtained by minimizing the following objective 

function: 

 

  
4 3

1 1

,i
j

i j

f dist y 
 

              (5.1)  

 
where:   

 index i  indicates the i-th finger; it ranges from 1 (the index finger) to 4 (the 

little finger); 

 j  is the joint index, ranging from 1 (the metacarpophalangeal, MCP, joint) to 

3 (the distal interphalangeal, DIP, joint); 

  ,i
jdist y   is the distance of the j -th joint of the i -th finger from the object 

surface (red dotted line in Fig. 74). This distance is a function of y , i.e. the 

CMC y-coordinate in the reference frame of  Fig. 74, and  , that is the 

inclination angle of the object rotation axis with respect to the z-axis of the 

reference frame;  

 objr  is the object radius; 

 
iMCPy  is the y-coordinate of the MCP joint of the i -th finger in the optimal 

configuration. Its value depends on the initial configuration (
i

start
MCPy  is the y-
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coordinate of the MCP joint in the start configuration) and on the inclination 

angle   given by the optimization procedure. In particular: 

      
4 4

tan
i i i

start start start start
MCP MCP MCP MCP MCPy y z zy y                    (5.2)  

 

For each joint (i.e. MCP, PIP and DIP), distances from the object surface can be 

expressed as: 

 
2

0(
i

i
MCP MCP objdist )r t  y ,              (5.3)  

     
2

2 2

1 1
i i
PIP obj MCP obj objdist

2

1r dist r t r t      
 

,            (5.4)  a 

     
2

2 2

2 2
i i
DIP obj PIP obj objdist

2

2r dist r t r t      
 

,            (5.5)  a 

being  finger link lengths and  finger thickness. ia it

 

Fig. 74: Schematic representation of virtual scenario in which algorithm has been developed. 
 
 
Equations (5.3) - (5.5) are valid under the following two hypotheses: 

1. the x-coordinate is the same for all MCP joints;  
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2. the planes in which the fingers lie are perpendicular to the object rotation 

axis, i.e. fingers are parallel each other. 

Whereas condition 2 is not verified, as it happens in nature (Fig. 75), equations 

(5.3) - (5.5) have to be modified. In particular, when fingers lie on planes inclined 

with respect to the plane perpendicular to the object rotation axis (plane xy in Fig. 

74), joint projections in this plane need to be considered. These values are 

determined by replacing the link length , in the distance equations (5.3) - (5.5), 

with link length projections  computed by considering the vector normal to the 

xy-plane of 

ia

kl

Fig. 74.  

 

 
Fig. 75: Human grasp of a cylindrical object. The fingers are inclined among each others. 

 
The length of the -th finger link in the projection plane is given by:  k
 

      2 22
k k k p o p o k p ol a a n n n n a n n        

2
         (5.6)  

 
where  is the normal vector to the plane perpendicular to the object rotation 

axis and  is the normal vector to the inclined plane where the finger lies. In this 

way it is possible to work in the projection plane, going back to the simplified 

case in which all fingers lie in the plane perpendicular to the object rotation axis. 

pn

no

Once the joint coordinates and the joint angles in the projection plane are 

determined, it is necessary to bring back these results to the original planes where 
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the fingers lie. Joint Cartesian coordinates in the original plane are given by the 

intersection of that plane with the straight-line perpendicular to the original plane 

and passing through the joint in the projection plane. Starting from joint Cartesian 

coordinates, the joint angles are determined by means of inverse kinematics. 

Through equations (5.1) to (5.5), which return the CMC y-coordinate and the 

distances of the joints from the object surface, in addition to some geometrical 

considerations, all the joint coordinates are computed and a human-like optimal 

grasp configuration is obtained. 

 

 

5.3  Experimental setup 

 

The ultimate purpose of this Section is to test the algorithm described in Section 

5.2 on a real arm-hand robotic system. The experimental platform (Fig. 76) used 

in this work is composed of the MIT-Manus planar robot, which acts like the arm 

and realizes the reaching task, and the DLR-HIT-Hand II mounted at the MIT-

Manus end effector and responsible for preshaping and grasping.  

 A set of three cylindrical objects with three different size (diameter of 

0.045 m, 0.047 m and 0.032 m, respectively) were selected. They were used for (i) 

extracting the optimal hand configurations adapted to each object located in a 

known position of the working plane, by offline running the optimization 

algorithm in Sect. 5.2; (ii) carrying out the experimental tests of reach-and-grasp 

by means of the arm-hand robotic system.  

 In the following, technical details on the robotic arm and hand are 

reported, by also pointing out the constraints due to their mechanical structure. 
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Fig. 76: Experimental setup. The DLR-HIT-Hand II and MIT Manus reference frames are shown. 
 
The MIT-Manus system is a planar robotic arm (typically used for upper-limb 

rehabilitation) with two rotational degrees of freedom, one for the elbow and one 

for the shoulder angular motion. It reproduces the planar motion of shoulder and 

elbow rotational joints of the upper limb in a workspace of 0.40x0.40 m. It is 

equipped with two optical encoders and a six-axis JR3 force/torque sensor. The 

Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are shown in Table VII. 

 
TABLE VII 

MIT MANUS DENAVIT-HARTENBERG PARAMETERS 

Joint d [m]  [rad] a [m] 
 

 [rad] 

 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 
 

0 
 

0 

 
0 
 

0.551 
 

0.407 

 
0 
 

/ 2  

/ 2   

 
The five-fingered dexterous robotic hand DLR-HIT-Hand II (Fig. 77) has an 

independent palm and five identical modular fingers. Each finger has four DoFs 

(adduction/abduction, MCP, PIP and DIP), three actuated and one passive. The 

last two joints (PIP and DIP) are 1:1 coupled, meaning that the corresponding 

flexion/extension angles are equal. The thumb The thumb is mechanically 

constrained to assume a fixed opposition of 35.51° in the xy-plane with an 
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inclination, with respect to z-axis, of 44.13°; this only enables transverse volar 

grasps with a fixed thumb inclination.  

 
Fig. 77: DLR-HIT-Hand II with joint reference frames. 

 
All the active DoFs are actuated by flat brushless DC motors. Actuators and 

electronics are embedded in fingers and palm mechanical structure. Furthermore, 

each finger has three Hall-effect sensors for measuring joint positions, two 

force/torque sensors and one thermistor as temperature sensor.  

Hand geometric data and Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are listed in Table VIII 

and IX, respectively. 

 
TABLE VIII 

DLR-HIT-HAND II GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS  

   
 

a_01 
a_01 
a_01 
a_01 

 
a_1 
a_2 
a_3 

 
CMC-MCPindex link length 
CMC-MCPmiddle link length 
CMC-MCPring link length 
CMC-MCPlittle link length 
 
Proximal link length 
Medial link length 
Distal link length 

 
117  103  m 
122  103  m 
117  103  m 
105  103  m 
 
55  103  m 
25  103  m 
25  103  m 

 
t_0 
t_1 
t_2 
t_3 

 
Palm thickness 
Proximal link thickness 
Medial link thickness 
Distal link thickness 

 
64  103  m 
33.37  103  m 
26.74  103  m 
24.61 103  m 

 
TABLE IX 

DENAVIT-HARTENBERG PARAMETERS FOR  EACH FINGER OF DLR HIT HAND II 
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Joint d [m]  [rad] a [m] 
 

 [rad] 

 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 

4 
 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 
 
0 
 

0.025 

 
0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

- / 2  
 
  

 
0 
 
0 
 

0.055 
 

0.025 
 

0 

 
0 
 

- / 2  
 
0 
 
0 

 
- / 2  

     

 
An outline of the working scenario where the optimization algorithm was tested 

is reported in Fig. 78. 

 
Fig. 78: Top view of the working scenario schematic representation. 

 
Fig. 78 shows (a) a schematic representation of the two-link MIT-Manus robot, 

with its reference frame ( ); (b) the DLR-HIT-Hand II reference 

frame (

, ,manus manus manusx y z

, ,DLR DLR DLRx y z ); (c) the hand configuration, coming out from the 

optimization algorithm, and the object to grasp. The green block between the arm 

handle and the hand CMC joint is a flange. The distance between finger joints and 

object rotation axis are outlined with dotted red lines.   

The object to be grasped was a cylinder whose shape, weight and position were 

known. The initial configuration of the hand joints, as well as the optimal 

configuration from the algorithm were given in the MIT-Manus reference frame.  
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Being the MIT-Manus planar, arm and hand height from the table could not be 

varied. Consequently, the object was properly located in order to allow closing the 

middle finger at half of the object height. This assumption was coherent with 

studies on human beings in [249].  

Given object position, the optimal CMC Cartesian position and the final hand 

configuration for grasping the object was obtained by minimizing Eq. (5.1) 

through the Matlab function fminsearch (f, [initial condition]). 

During the reaching movement, the hand was moved by the arm towards the 

optimal CMC position. Thus, the hand was controlled in order to reach the final 

MCP, PIP, DIP joint angles, also provided by the optimization algorithm. 

During reaching, the hand did not change orientation, being arm motion planar: 

zDLR-axis was always parallel to yMANUS. This assumption is supported by 

neuroscientific theories [250]. A fifth order polynomial function was used to plan 

the MIT-Manus linear motion from initial position ( 0.1x m  , 0.1y m ) up to 

final position ( 0.1x m  , 0.1y m  ). Then, a proportional-derivative (PD) 

torque control in the Cartesian space was used to control arm position (and 

consequently CMC position) in the plane.  

As regards preshaping, final MCP, PIP and DIP joint positions, provided by the 

optimization algorithm, were taken as reference for the DLR-HIT-Hand motion 

controller. A third degree polynomial function was used to plan joint motion up to 

the final reference value and a PD torque control in the joint space enabled 

reaching the desired final angles. It is worth noticing that, in the DLR-HIT-Hand 

II, the DIP and PIP joints are coupled with PIP DIP  , thus providing a constraint 

to the final position of PIP and TIP, that was often slightly different with respect 

to the desired one.  

 In addition, conditions 1 and 2 in Sect. 5.2 were not completely satisfied. 

Firstly, x-coordinate of hand MCP joints (in the hand frame) were different from 

each other. Secondly, fingers were inclined each other, as in the human hand. The 
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middle finger was perpendicular to the object rotation axis. The angle between 

index and middle finger was 5°; on the other hand, the angle of ring finger and 

little finger with respect to middle finger was 9°. Therefore, equations (5.3) - (5.5) 

were modified taking into account the different x-coordinates and replacing the 

original finger link length with the projected ones, as explained in Section 5.2. 

 

 

5.4  Experimental results 

 

The described algorithm was firstly tested in a simulated environment with the 

same characteristics of the real one, where MIT-Manus and DLR-HIT-Hand II 

kinematics and dynamics were modeled. The obtained results, shown in Fig. 79, 

were encouraging, thus showing that fingers could properly grasp the object, as 

expected. The red dot is the CMC joint. Green dots are the index finger MCP, 

DIP, PIP and TIP joints, while blue dots are the middle finger joints, and magenta 

dots represent the ring finger joints. Finally, the black dots mark the little finger 

MCP, PIP, DIP joints and tip. 

 

 
Fig. 79: Plot of joint and object positions in a simulated environment. 
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Thus, experimental tests were carried out in the working scenario described in 

Sect. 5.3 and shown in Fig. 76. In Fig. 80 a representative plot of the robotic hand 

final configuration, obtained in the experimental tests, is shown. The black dot is 

the CMC joint, the red dots are the MCP positions for each finger, the pink ones 

are the PIP joints, while the DIP joints are represented by green dots.  

 

 

B

C

Fig. 80: Grasp configuration of the real hand-arm robotic system. 
 

In Fig. 80, the path described by PIP, DIP and TIP during the grasping action is 

also represented: the desired path is in red and the actual path is in blue. 

A typical reach-and-grasp experimental trial lasted 4.2 s. During reaching, the 

MIT-Manus moved in 2 s along a straight line from the initial position B=(-0.1, 

0.1) m to the final point C=(-0.1, -0.1) m. The corresponding CMC position 

coming out from the optimization algorithm, was (x=-0.055m, y=0.1602). It 

accounts for the offset between arm end effector and hand CMC due to the flange. 

The reaching movement was followed by 1 s of settlement. Thus, grasping was 

performed by the hand in 1.2 s. Three snapshots of the arm-hand robotic system 
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during the experimental trials are shown in Fig. 81. They show, respectively, the 

initial position during the reaching phase and the power grasp following 

preshaping. The cylindrical object to grasp had radius 0.0224 m and was located 

in (-0.051, -0.257) m in the MIT-Manus reference frame. 

 

   
  (a)           (b)         (c) 
Fig. 81: (a) starting point of the reaching phase; (b) end point of the reaching phase; (c) grasping 
action completed 
 
The control gains used for MIT-Manus PD control in the Cartesian space and 

DLR-HIT-Hand II PD control in the joint space are, respectively:  

 800,800 /
MANUSPK diag N m ,  

 80,80 /
MANUSDK diag Ns m , 

0.3 /
MCP joint

0.02 /
HAND

HAND

P

D

K Nm rad

K Nms rad

 


 
, 

0.4 /
PIP joint

0.027 /
HAND

HAND

P

D

K Nm rad

K Nms rad

 


 
, 

 
Fig. 82 reports arm Cartesian position and position error in norm during reaching. 

On the other hand, experimental results of grasping phase are drawn in Fig. 83; it 

shows the position error in norm of MCP and PIP joints during preshaping. 
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Fig. 82: Plots of the arm Cartesian position and position error in norm. 

 

 
Fig. 83: Plots of the MCP and PIP joint angle trajectory tracking error. 

 
The experiment was repeated for cylinders of different radii. In particular three 

cases were tested:  

 A)  ; 0.0224objr m

 B)  ;  0.0236objr m

 C)  . 0.0158objr m

 
In Table X the experimental results, in terms of optimal joint angle values given 

by the algorithm and effective angles actually reached by the DLR-HIT-Hand are 

shown. 

The convention used in Table IV, for each row, is: 
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int int int int int
index middle ring little

jo jo jo jo jo        , 

 
where subscript joint can be MCP or PIP. 
 

TABLE X: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Case 
analyzed 

Optimal joint  
angle (degrees) 

Effective joint 
angle (degrees) 

A 
 
 
 

B 
 
 
 

C 

[61.4 74.6 67.4 44.1]MCP   

 
[49.8 38.9 45.5 55.1]PIP 

[45 47 44 45]MCP   

 
[47.8 37.4 43.6 52.9]PIP 

[66.7 81.2 73.4 47.2]MCP 

[63.4 49.9 58.1 69.8]PIP 

[55 65 65 30]MCP 
 

[55 48 50 60]PIP 
 

[45 57 48 30]MCP 
 

[45 47 44 45]PIP 
 

[60 84 70 36]MCP 
 

[60 60 60 70]PIP 
 

   

 
It is worth observing that position errors between the algorithm optimal joint 

angles and actual finger joint angles in some cases reach values around 10°. The 

cause is the hand mechanical structure that do not allow completely reaching the 

desired joint configurations extracted by the optimization algorithm. As already 

mentioned in the sections above, two main drawbacks emerged in the 

experimental session that degraded performance of the reach-and-grasp algorithm: 

 the thumb was mechanically constrained to a fixed opposition of 35.51° in 

the xy-plane with an inclination, respect to z-axis, of 44.13°. This does not 

allow performing every type of grasp.  

 PIP and DIP joints are 1:1 coupled, while in humans, the ratio between 

them seems to be around 2/3 [251]-[252]. The main consequence is that 

for some objects (especially for large radii), the final TIP position 

calculated by the algorithm falls within the object, beyond the object 

surface. 
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5.5  Extension of the algorithm to transversal volar grasp 

 

This section describes how the algorithm presented in previous sections and 

referred to diagonal volar grasp in Fig. 75 can be applied to transverse volar grasp 

in Fig. 84 that introduces the thumb behaviour in the grasping action.  

 

 
Fig. 84: Transverse volar grasp 

 
By analyzing the robotic literature, it is interesting to note a sizeable lack of 

information about the thumb behaviour, despite its fundamental role during the 

grasping action. Inadequate information about the thumb are mainly related to the 

analysis of functional aspects. Different techniques can be used for measuring the 

Range Of Motion (ROM) of the fingers [253], e.g. goniometers [254], ultrasound 

[255], virtual glove, marker-based motion capture [256]. The main advantage of 

the latter technique with respect to using a data-glove is the possibility of adapting 

the marker position to hands of different size, thus enabling the generalization of 

results independently of subject hand size.  

Thus, an optoelectronic motion analysis system has been used for collecting 

information about the thumb and fingers behaviour during grasping. The obtained 

results have been used for going through the optimization algorithm for 

determining the optimal grasp configuration for a robotic hand described 

previously and extending it to 5 fingers.  
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Fig. 85: Marker configuration with reference frame in black 

 
Seven human subjects, 31.7 years old in the average (8.75 Standard Deviation), 

five men and two women, all right handed, volunteered to participate in this study. 

Following a predetermined protocol, subjects have been asked to grasp a 

cylindrical object of 6 cm diameter with a diagonal volar grasp (Fig. 75) and, 

subsequently, with a transverse volar grasp (Fig. 84) for 10 times each. A Vicon 

8-camera motion analisys system has been used to capture data from all the trials; 

25 reflective markers of 6 mm diameter were placed on their right hand (Fig. 85). 

In order to understand if a common behaviour among subjects can be observed 

during the grasping action, a set of performance parameters have been extracted 

from the data collected with the Vicon system. They are listed in the following: 

 The aperture angle of the hand: it is calculated as the angle between the 

link connecting the MCP joint of the thumb and the wrist and the link 

connecting the MCP joint of the index finger and the wrist. 

 The radius of curvature of every finger; it is the radius of the obsculator 

circles tangent, at each joint, the spline passing throughout the finger 

joints. 

 The adduction/abduction angle between the fingers: it is the angle between 

two adjacent fingers and it is subtended by the distance between the PIP 

joints of the two fingers. 
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 The thumb opposition angle. 

In order to compute the thumb opposition angle, two components have been 

calculated: 

 the angle between the projection of the link connecting the MCP joint of 

the index  finger and the CMC1 joint (see Fig. 85) of the thumb onto the 

xy-plane and the x-axis (see Fig. 74 for the coordinate system); 

 the angle between the projection of the link connecting the CMC1 and the 

MCP1 thumb joints onto the z-axis and the link itself. 

In Table XI mean and standard deviation of hand aperture angle during the 10 

trials are listed for the diagonal and the transverse volar grasp. From the values it 

is possible to note a quite invariant behaviour among subjects for the same type of 

grasp. This consideration gives a general rule about the thumb configuration 

during the two types of grasp that can be applied to the grasping algorithm 

explained in section 5.2. 

 

 
Table XI: Hand aperture angle in transverse and diagonal volar grasp. 

 
The results regarding the radius of curvature will be discussed in following in 

order to compare the performance of the optimization algorithm for robotic hands 

with trials on human.  

As regards the thumb, the important finding retrieved by the experimental data on 

human subjects is that the hand aperture angle is quite invariant from subject to 

subject when a transverse volar grasp is performed. Therefore, assuming that it is 

known, the MCP joint position can be found with respect to the CMC joint, thus 

enabling the extension of the optimization algorithm also to the thumb. This 
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means that the position of the other thumb joints of the robotic hand can be 

obtained by minimizing the distances from the thumb joints and the object surface 

by means of eqs. (5.1) - (5.5). Therefore minimizing the sum of the distance of all 

joints of each finger is possible to find the optimal grasp configuration according 

to the object features. Adopting these assumptions several reach and grasp trials 

have been carried out with objects of different diameter. 

 

The experimental setup and working scenario was the same shown in sect. 5.3 and 

for brevity only the results for a cylinder with diameter equal to 0.045 m are 

highlighted for the arm-hand system consistent of MIT-Manus and DLR-HIT 

Hand II. For the robotic system the same set of gain was chosen to perform 

reaching and grasping trials. 

The obtain results are shown in Fig. 86, where the joints trajectories are reported 

in the cartesian space.  

 

 
Fig. 86: Hand joints trajectory in the cartesian space for the DLR-HIT-Hand II  

grasping a cylindrical object with radius 0.020 m. 
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The values obtained from the optimization algorithm (i.e. CMC position and 

flexion and adduction angles for all fingers) have been given in input to the real 

arm-hand robotic system. 

The MIT-Manus moves the hand in such a way that its CMC joint reaches the 

position defined by the algorithm. Thus, the hand closes the fingers to reach the 

desired angles for each joint. For the arm, a point-to-point movement has been 

performed in 3.0 s for each trial, starting from the initial position Pi = [-0.1  

0.1]Tm to final position Pf = [-0.0975  -0.1245]Tm. The final position, reported 

only for grasping an object with radius of 0.0225 m for sake of brevity, takes into 

account the CMC position supplied by the algorithm CMC = [-0.0975  -0.179  

0.15]T m as well as the offset between arm end effector and hand CMC due to the 

flange that connects the DLR-HIT-Hand II to the MIT-Manus robotic arm. 

The robotic arm has been controlled for 5.0 s in each trial: (i) three seconds are 

taken to achieve the final position; (ii) in the last two seconds, the robot holds its 

posture to enable the grasping phase, lasting 1.2 s. The cylindrical object has been 

located in (-0.051; -0.257) m in the MIT-Manus reference frame. Once the CMC 

optimal position has been reached, the hand fingers are moved towards the 

optimal joint configuration (similarly to Fig. 81). 

 
Table XII reports actual Cartesian coordinates for each joint of the robotic hand 

performing the transverse diagonal task and compare them with the Cartesian 

coordinates produced by the optimization algorithm. On the other hand, Table 

XIII provides the values of the radius of curvature for the robotic hand in the 

grasping configuration and the comparison with the values calculated for human 

case and for the output of the optimization algorithm for an object radius of 

0.0225 m. 
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Table XII: Joints cartesian coordinates coming from the optimization algorithm and measured on 

the robotic hand, in the case of object radius = 0.0225 m in hand reference frame 
 

 
Table XIII: values of the radius of curvature for the human subjects, the output of the optimization 

algorithm and the robotic hand in case of object radius = 0.0225 m 
 
The main observation concerns the difference in the Cartesian coordinates for the 

algorithm and the robotic hand and, consequently, for the finger joints. It is due to 

the mechanical structure of the robotic hand that constraints the motion of the 

thumb and the DIP joints in a way that is different with respect to the human 
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hand. In particular, the robotic thumb is mechanically constrained to a fixed 

opposition of 35.51° in the xy-plane with an inclination of 44.13° with respect to 

z-axis; instead, from the analysis of the data obtained with the Vicon system on 

the human subjects, the angle in the xy-plane is on average 33° and the angle with 

respect to z-axis is around 37°. Also the aperture angle is different: about 37° for 

the robotic hand, 56° on average for the human hand. 

Since the algorithm is based on data obtained from the observation of human 

behaviour, obviously there is a difference in the experimental results, due to the 

different mechanical structure of the hand performing the task. Nevertheless, 

interestingly, the values obtained for the radius of curvature of the joints of the 

DLR-HIT-HAND II are very similar to those computed using the data obtained 

from the algorithm and from the observation of human beings (see Table XII). 

Additionally it worth noticing that the radius of curvature values for MCP joints 

of the long finger and TM joint of the thumb are not of interest due to the 

definition of this quantity. In fact, the radius of curvature is the radius of the 

obsculator circle tangent, at each joint, the spline passing throughout the finger 

joints with initial point placed on CMC. Thus calculating the radius of curvature 

at MCP joint means to search this physical quantity for a linear path and this tends 

to infinitive.  

Taking into account the mechanical constrains of the DLR-HIT\HAND II and the 

matching with human grasp of spherical objects, the optimization algorithm could 

be applied to tridigital grasp of spherical objects. To this purpose, the human 

grasp mechanism during grasping tasks of spherical objects is investigated at 

Campus Bio-Medico University. The distance between the center of the sphere 

and each fingers joint is computed by means of BTS motion capture system. 

Based on these experimental results, the algorithm adaptation to tridigital grasping 

of spherical objects for the robotic hand will be evaluated taking also into account 

the fingers orientation. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter the conclusions and ideas for futures works are reported. The first 

part of this thesis was focused on the implementation of control systems for 

rehabilitative (end-effector) machines of the upper limb. In the second part special 

attention is paid on the development of a optimization criterion for retrieving the 

contact points and the optimal hand posture for reach and grasp taks performed by 

a robotic arm-hand system. 

The contents organization of this chapter reflects the overall structure of the 

thesis. In section 6.1 the conclusions on development of new control systems 

(submovements-based and current-based controls) for robot aided therapy are 

reported; Section 6.2 concludes the activity on the development of the 
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optimization algorithm for reach and grasp tasks described in chapter 5. Finally 

section 6.3 illustrates the possible future works for all the explained themes. 

 

 

6.1  Conclusions on developed control systems for robot-aided 

rehabilitation 

 

In the field of rehabilitation robotics two complementary approaches have been 

proposed. The first relies on findings on motion generation of the human motor 

control, whereas the second one is mainly based on impedance control exploiting 

the motor currents monitoring to reconstuct the force applied on the robot end-

effector and modelling of system dynamics including generally neglected terms 

such as frictions.  

 

In the chapter 3 a new robot control approach was presented, which relies on 

recent findings in neuroscience on intermittent nature of neural control in 

movement and sensorymotor coordination. Firstly a feasibility study has been 

carried out on the possibility to generate submovements with predetermined 

features.  

The experimental results showed that: (i) In motion control, positioning accuracy 

was related to submovements amplitude and number. In particular, amplitude 

increase caused a degradation of position error, whereas an increase of the number 

of motion units determined error improvement and, correspondingly, velocity 

reduction. Further, a dependence on motion units order and symmetry in a single 

sequence was also observed, thus demonstrating that a global smoother bell-

shaped velocity profile improved performance in positioning tasks. (ii) In 

interaction control, experimental results showed that peak force and occurrence of 

peak force could be regulated by properly ordering submovements in a sequence 

during the impact. Furthermore, the number of motion units notably affected the 
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average level of exerted force. An increase of the interaction force with the 

number of submovements was observed, comparable to the increase generated by 

PD control with higher stiffness gains in the traditional approach. Once 

demonstrated the capabilities of the approach a robot control based on dynamic 

submovements motion generator has been developed and implemented. 

The core of the robot control is a dynamic sequence generator module, in charge 

of on-line generating sequences of elementary motion units, named 

submovements, that are opportunely scaled in number and amplitude in 

accordance with task requirements. The novel sequence generator was 

implemented exploiting the dynamic behaviour of four oscillators opportunely 

dephased and modulated in amplitude. A modulation function able to modify 

submovement features was experimentally identified on a 2-dof robot arm. The 

theoretical formulation of the proposed control approach was presented and the 

validation on a 2-dof robot arm was carried out by means of experimental trials of 

motion in free space and simulation tests of interaction with an external elastic 

environment. 

The results showed that in the free space the use of the dynamic sequence 

generator achieves position regulation with different accuracy as traditionally does 

with offline gains change in a tradition PD control. In addition, accuracy can 

improve with respect to a traditional PD control with the same gains. In particular, 

the submovement-based dynamic generator improves system accuracy up to 5mm 

and robot presents a more isotropic behaviour. In the interaction control, the 

submovement-based approach was able to achieve a force regulation action 

comparable to the effect of control gain change in a traditional PD control. This 

results cannot be achieved by employing a standard PD controller during the 

reaching task execution, but an offline tuning of the control gains is needed. 

 

As regards the second topic of the research on rehabilitation robotics, the work 

has been focussed on an interaction control for rehabilitation machines with 
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unnegligible friction and low capabilities of finely tuning visco-elastic properties. 

An impedance control based on inverse dynamics and electric current feedback 

was proposed in order to compensate for friction and improve system 

performance in the interaction with the patient without increasing moving masses 

and wires due to force sensor. 

The control approach was applied to the CBM-Motus rehabilitation machine. It 

was kinematically and dynamically modeled, and a characterization of static and 

dynamic friction was carried out. The friction identification procedure was 

validated by means of experimental trials of motion tracking; the interaction 

control law was tested in experimental trials of constrained motion and 

experimentally compared to a traditional impedance control based on position 

feedback.  

The work demonstrated that current-based impedance control can solve issues 

related to degradation of robot performance due to friction, thanks to inverse 

dynamics compensation, and outperforms impedance control purely based on 

position control, thanks to indirect force measure through electric currents. The 

compared analysis of control performance pointed out that current feedback can 

decouple the system, similarly to a force feedback, and simplify gain tuning, by 

allowing the same set of PD gains (e.g. KP = diag{100; 100} and KD = diag{10; 

10}) to be used in free as well as constrained space with a good level of accuracy 

(0.004 m is the peak of position error) and force regulation (h = 21.41 N is the 

peak of interaction force) for the addressed application. Intrinsically being an 

inverse dynamics control, current-based impedance control has the same level of 

applicability of a traditional impedance control. Therefore, it has the same main 

limiting factor of requiring estimating robot dynamic parameters, which is 

demanding especially for complex structures. This entails a meaningful increase 

of control computational burden with the number of robot degrees of freedom but, 

conversely, it allows successfully controlling simple as well as very complex 
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robotic structures, also in presence of tendon-driven transmission and coupling in 

the joints [203]. 

Main novelties of the proposed control with respect to the traditional impedance 

control are (i) friction compensation, often neglected, and (ii) current monitoring, 

used to detect interaction with the patient. Both issues require to continuously 

carry out estimation procedures of static and dynamic friction and current 

threshold, because of their variability with environmental conditions. In our case, 

this was efficiently achieved by developing an initial robot calibration procedure, 

running every time the machine is turned on, that is able to automatically 

implement friction identification procedure described in Sect. 4.3 and current 

threshold identification, mentioned in Sect. 4.5. 

The proposed interaction control strongly relies on the identification of force-

current relationship and is applied in this work to the robotic machine developed 

by the authors, which has a simple planar structure. However, it can be extended 

to more complex robotic structure with electric actuation by means of a 

multivariate regression analysis. Special care is required for redundant robots, 

where redundancy needs to be addressed by an inverse kinematic algorithm before 

applying the force-current characterization procedure. 

Apart from the need of a preliminary linear regression analysis to define 

force/torque relation, the use of electric currents to detect interaction offers the 

important benefits of (1) higher reliability than force sensors, notoriously 

characterized by significant noise; noise is much lower in current readings with no 

need for low-pass filtering; (2) robustness, being the probability of damages to 

force sensors higher than that for electric actuators.  

 

This is an important achievement in rehabilitation robotics, since it answers a 

more general aim of enhancing robot dependability in human-robot interaction.  
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6.2  Conclusions on developed control system for grasping 

activities 

 

A biologically inspired approach for finding the optimal grasp configuration has 

been presented in chapter 5. It focuses on the prediction of the final position of the 

reaching movement and the optimal finger configuration for a power grasp, 

provided information on object size and location. The algorithm accounts for data 

on human subjects partly retrieved in the literature and partly obtained by the 

direct observation of human behavior during diagonal and transverse volar grasps. 

The proposed approach on one hand provides new insights into the 

comprehension of the human grasping strategy and, on the other hand, provides a 

general rule for grasping cylindrical objects with an anthropomorphic robotic 

hand. It has been preliminary tested in simulation and validated through 

experimental trials with a real arm-hand robotic system, composed of the MIT-

Manus robot arm and the DLR-HIT-Hand II. Experimental results on the 

described robotic platform have proved its feasibility and reliability but have also 

shown limitations in the grasping tasks due to constraints imposed by the 

mechanical structure, not completely addressing the similarity with the human 

structure. Indeed, the robotic hand involved in the sperimentation presented two 

main drawbacks: (i) the robotic thumb is mechanically placed to a fixed 

opposition of 35.51° in the xy plane and 44.13° with respect to z-axis of the 

chosen reference frame; (ii) for each finger PIP and DIP joints are 1:1 coupled. 

This entails that for objects with large radii, the TIP final position falls inside the 

object surface. 
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6.3  Future works 

 

The submovements-based control approach has been presented and validated in 

condition of structured environment.  

Future efforts will be addressed to the experimental validation of the 

submovement-based control in the interaction with patients. Additionally the 

extension to the 3-D space motion will be considered in order to offer a wider 

workspace where trains the patient with point-to-point motions. Additionally, 

comparative tests among different tasks in interaction and motion control will be 

carried out in order to validate the control approach in different working contexts.  

 

As regards current-based impedance control described in chapter 4, future efforts 

will be addressed to further validate the control with an extensive comparative 

analysis with other sensorless approaches proposed in the literature and finalize 

system behaviour for an extensive use in clinical practice with neurological 

patients (such as chronic post-stroke, inpatients, brain injured people). An 

application of the CBM-Motus robotic system to tele-rehabilitation is finally 

envisaged. 

Moreover the current-based and submovements-based could be 

contemporaneously applied to the same robotic system able to provide 3D motor 

tasks with electric actuation. 

 

The activities on the design and development of an algorithm for the optimal 

grasp configuration were mainly focussed on cilindrical objects, but future work 

will be devoted to extend this approach to other types of objects, also taking into 

account mechanical constraints coming from the available robotic hand, and to 

deepen studies on the thumb configuration in grasping tasks, still being neglected 

in the current literature. An application of the algorithm for the optimal grasp 

configuration to prosthetic hands is envisaged as prosecution of the work. 
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Currently studies on humans are investigating the extension of the optimization 

gasp algorithm to tridigital grasp of spherical objects. The experimentation is 

carried out at Campus Bio-Medico University, by using the BTS motion capture 

system in order to evaluate the distance of each anatomical finger joint from the 

centre of spherical objects. It is expected that the grasp algorithm explained in 

chapter 5 could be extended to tridigital gasp of spherical objects with minor 

revisions related to the finger orientation. The feasibility of the algorithm 

extension to tridigital grasp will be investigated in future researches. 
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